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A ‘PROBLEM’ CORRECTLY STATED IS ALREADY HALF SOLVED – CH Douglas

Thoughts:
“Socialism, or to give it it’s correct name, Monopoly, is not a production system, which is exactly what one would
expect from its origins... it is a legalistic system based upon a power complex supported by a set of abstract slogans
which its policies and results contradict, where they have any concrete meaning. The idea so skilfully inculcated
that confiscation of property will assist in the distribution of wealth is, of course, completely without foundation.
Socialism is a restriction system, as any examination of Socialist practice in the Trade Unions will confirm, and it has
two well- defined fundamental principles — centralization of power, both economic and political, and espionage.
“That is to say, every advance towards Socialism is an advance toward the Police State.”
The Big Idea By CH Douglas (1942)
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NEW BEGINNINGS OR RE-ORIENTATION by Arnis Luks

T

he conspiracy to bring about world government
has historically lurked in the shadows of
political intrigue.
Mainstream media, politicians and historians
have traditionally avoided any mention whatsoever
of the existence of, or personal involvement of,
the major players. Carrol Quigley and Nesta H.
Webster are some of those very few authors to
openly write about this conspiracy. We carry most
of their titles in our online PDF library here:
https://alor.org/Storage/navigation/Library6.htm

OR the actual books available from:
veritasbooks.com.au These people are coming out of
the shadows as their policy is now in the open by
the imposition of world government. The 300 or
so families who claim ownership and managerial
rights of the entire planet are emerging as this
expression of policy. While the likes of Bill Gates,
Antony Fauci, George Soros and Rupert Murdoch
are willing agents of this conspiracy; I’m not
convinced they’re the main players, but rather the
counter attendees.
The more important question about this
conspiracy is “what of our Constitution, our
elections, our governments and our political
representatives?” Under the proposed world
government, will these ancient institutions and
representative-individuals become merely middle
management of policy emanating from elsewhere?
From a world government perspective, I believe the
answer is ‘yes they are, and have been so, for a
long time’.
Permit me to issue and control the money of a
nation, and I care not who makes its laws!
Our Constitution, our elections of
representatives and our parliamentary governments
are mutating to become indicative appeasements
for the masses of really no consequence to
the plans of these ‘one-worlders’. Is this the
unavoidable end position, or, can we work our
way through this conspiracy of world government
and regain our institutions? Like a jewel, answers
towards this problem come from many and varied
perspectives.
The conspiracy of world government is
maintained by a never ending barrage of
propaganda through the owned and controlled
main stream media. Public broadcasters have been
openly supported by tax dollars, but more recently
so are the private conglomerations. Each has a
significant financial incentive to support the official
world government narrative. While the source of
support appears to be tax dollars, in actual fact the
release of these never ending funds to maintain

the ruse are coming from central banks. Industry
has been so wound down as to decimate the tax
base and most are receiving some form of financial
support through government programs no longer
backed by tax dollars, but rather new central
bank credits (as debt) being at the heart of the
conspiracy.
Managed dissent is of equal value to the
maintenance of this conspiracy. There are more
popup decoys being setup every day. If these life
support systems of ‘propaganda’ and ‘finance’ for
the conspiracy were cut off or circumvented then
this would quickly atrophy the smokescreen of
deception of the coup d’état that it actually is.
Sourcing Reliable News and Information
Our family finds that managing informationinputs is vital for our orientation and personal
wellbeing. We see MSM and social media as
equally destructive influencers. Images of a long
line of individuals gazing into their mobile phones
is past imagining and now common practice.
Pleasant communicating is becoming less and less
an everyday activity. Conversations across the
table are constantly interrupted by social media
interference.
Contemplation is a thing of the past. It was not
always this way. Prior to television was the radio
broadcast.
Homes were the traditional place of both
education and instruction around the family
fireplace and bible.
Education Against Tyranny
A significant amount of MSM energy is directed
towards intelligent psychological manipulation
(propaganda) and also dead-ends: false hopes, or
decoys offering various shapes and sizes of political
and philosophical alternatives, with no clear
counter-action to atheistic world government.
The counter (intelligence) to this ‘psyop’ is
firstly to be informed by searching out reliable
and varied alternative news services such as
UKColumn, Dr Mercola, Natural News, JoNova,
Gateway Pundit and Epoch Times to name just a
few. None of these are Social nor MSM.
While this information keeps you current of
what is actually occurring - intelligence, it is
necessary to build on with counter-intelligence
which comes from further research and self
education. Dr Iain McGilchrist lays an entirely
different and novel perspective of the process of
human thinking with his seminal work The Master
and His Emissary: The Divided Brain and the
Making of the Western World. Understanding this
flow of thought process by the divided brain can

build a formidable understanding to counter modern
bureaucratic tyranny.
The prototype of perfect freedom is Christ
centred self-government, taking personal
responsibility with informed ethical decisions for
yourself, while promoting ‘government of self’
to others. Part 1 of ED Butler’s Social Dynamics
Course lays the ground work with “Philosophy
and the Search For Truth.” The path to freedom is
before you. The effort is there to be done.
If I was a Religious Leader What Would I Have
to Say?
I mentioned in last week’s OnTarget the
activities of the progressives in electorates to
steer policy towards world government. They,
the progressives, demonstrate their faith towards
their philosophy of centralised power by their
manipulative intelligence over communities.
What we are experiencing is due to their faith and
energy working together with intelligent purpose
- except the policy end-objective of centralised
power goes against the natural law of the human
desire for freedom. We are so bamboozled by their
clever propaganda and psyops that freedoms are
being destroyed by dynamic activists holding this
foreign faith of collectivism. What is lacking from
the once free West is regeneration of our Christian
“faith and works” in unity with intelligence
and novel strategies to counter atheistic world
government and take civilisation further-on towards
greater freedoms.
While our institutional leadership actively
conspire with the enemies of freedom, I see hope
from committed individuals working with as much
intelligence and tenacity as is possible, and a full
cup of faith within every constructive action taken.
I believe that God can cause a restoration, not
just for the elect, but for all mankind. The Lord’s
prayer teaches us “God’s Kingdom come on earth
as in heaven”. This is His commission for us all to
intelligently pursue this end objective. It cannot be
anything else except part of our daily worship. A
Leadership of self; to build up our spiritual faith
with our personal efforts as we worship (workshop)
to bring about “God’s Kingdom come on earth as in
heaven”....
Food Security and Building Local Community
Leading into the French revolution, propaganda
made significant headway with fear of food
shortages. There was no actual food shortage but
fear gripped the public mind - deliberately to cause
revolutionary ferment.
(continued next page)

As mentioned previously
in OnTarget North Korea’s Chinese controlled
administration maintain complete control over those
people with permanent food rationing to the point of
deprivation, of almost-starvation.
One Garden at a Time
The source of our sustenance is the earth: the
sun, the rain and the air in conjunction with the soil.
It is not the government which provides these life
sources, it is God. Demonstrating this can be part
of an intelligent counter to revolutionary ferment.
Our own front and back yards are planted out with
producing trees and edible plants underneath the
canopy. So it is with our extended family and some
neighbours. In the city I once passed a communitygarden next to a busy road. It was an opportunity
to share a moment with the gardener, a sense of
companionship around that bounty. The policy
of building medium-density (high-rise) housing
(Stalinist baroque) is to separate people from each
other and equally separation from those life-giving
forces of the soil. The re-Building of community
can be initiated where you are and right now. There
is no need to wait for an election, nor achieve a
political outcome to get the ball rolling. In my
mind, community gardens are a very real antidote
to collective tyranny and should be actively sought
after. To place this in political perspective,
they may become a reliable source of food supply
for future soup kitchens and also be a place to hold
regular gatherings for personal well-being and
support.
Being there comes the chance to talk over
many things not necessarily considered whilst also
enjoying the outside shared experiences of the day.
Hardly a day goes by without some contact and
interaction in our own garden. A farmer may think
light of this proposal being exposed to these life
giving forces everyday, but to the isolated, confused
and depressed it is a God-send.
In wartime, governments encouraged people
to plant victory gardens to supplement their food
rations. Besides indirectly aiding the war effort,
these gardens were also considered a civil “morale
booster” in that gardeners could feel empowered
by their contribution of labour and rewarded by the
produce grown. When a problem child is attended
by some form of support, it is not unusual for
them to be sent on an orientation camp: a place to
explore and engage with the natural world. Local
community gardens are such a place and will go
a long way to counter feelings of isolation and
hopelessness in this modern-day disengaged world
of covid-isolation.
Food Storage
Several months ago my wife and I spent an
hour or so planting out seed potatoes across the
driveway verges and elsewhere that would have
some chance of growing success. Some areas did
quite well, while others barely survived. None were
(continued from previous page)

attended. Similar experiments of random plant
outs have been trialled with pumpkins, both just
left to their own devices with little maintenance.
Pumpkins have the advantage of being excellent
soil conditioners, while potatoes do break up the
soil a little. Both crops, while still in the ground,
can be considered an extended form of food storage.
We and our neighbours share in this produce, with
neighbours responding by sharing other produce
they manage. Surplus is redirected back to our
chickens or composted back into the gardens. I have
the prunings from a macadamia-tree lined up for
mulching through the machine, or redirected back
to green waste for council to process, with little
wasted.
Our local Tree-doctor provides a truck load
of timber chips every so often in exchange for
several pots of honey. The timber chips cover every
walkway and around the base of most trees to
minimise stress from our summer sun, and promote
new soil growth underfoot. The chips become part
of our long term composting and effort to feed and
grow soil. The beehive is given a discreet place
away from normal human traffic, and their flightpath managed accordingly. These simple steps go
some way to being self-reliant while fostering
community in that the surplus produce becomes
a trigger for greater interaction with the
neighbourhood. A swap stand on the road verge can
also engage a little further.
State Elections - SA and Victoria
South Australia is due for a state election March
19 - a few weeks away. There may be no clear
election result as the incumbent is quite unpopular,
while history of the previous Labor debacle is
still fresh in the public mind. It is possible a unity
government may be formed - both major parties
working as one government. In war this is not
unprecedented and it was not that long ago after a
failed SA election majority result, a willing former
liberal leader Martin Hamilton-Smith moved across
the parliamentary floor, supposedly to the cross
bench, becoming a cabinet Minister in the then
minority Labor Weatherill government with little
public comment.
The frustration of this coming round-of-elections
is that policy will not change no matter the political
result. Masks, mandating jabs, lockstep/lockdowns
are the new normal until sufficient numbers of
‘we’ extricate ourselves by choosing and resolutely
acting differently. The Victorian state election is
due Sat. 26 Nov. 2022 The next Federal Election is
due no later than 21 May 2022, but could be held as
early as mid-March.
The Jab
Reports are surfacing from life insurance
companies of a 40% increase in morbidity for
relatively young age groups since the introduction
of the experimental jab. The insurance companies
are arguing against compensation payments:

that the experimental jab is a form of personal
suicide. While many are willingly accepting the
experimental jab, some are not due to increasing
reports of adverse events. The government,
universities, MSM and medical profession are not
pursuing causation of this startling morbidity
outcome having all been previously captured by
vested interests.
I understand many reluctant recipients of the jab
have been financially cornered by the mandates.
First hand reports of this blackmail are in regard
to job tenure, business continuity and educational
prospects. Governments are simply administrators
of the medical industry mandates regardless of
adverse outcomes.
Regeneration of Representative Government
OR Can We Again Get Control Of Our
Governments?
Local government is the most practical and
logical arena to regenerate representative
government. It is here that self-government is at its
most effective and public opinion has its greatest
chance of effective expression. Council meetings
are generally open and in close proximity. Offering
yourself as a candidate for council, on a platform
of greater access to community gardens could be
just what the doctor ordered, with minimal cost to
council, the public, and yourself - generally just
effort.
With the South Australian Council elections due
in November, this is an opportunity to bring about
significant change of direction - from communities
being isolated, passive and manipulated, towards
engaging, active and responsible. While the election
outcomes may be so corrupted as to already be
determined, the process of engagement is vital for
the restoration towards representative government.
It starts local and it starts with just one active and
committed individual. Even if an election candidacy
is unsuccessful, with effort, regular attendance of
council meetings is both realistic and possible.
Preparing and distributing pamphlets of community
garden information is a valid service that can be
equally healthy, informative, and regenerative. If
produced regularly, recipients will look forward to
the community garden thought injections. Previous
experience has shown that a steady provision of
news and information not provided by the MSM,
will bring about change within the electorate. Effort
is the key.
I thought I was alone on this thinking is a usual
comment when difficult subjects are approached.
My advice based on others’ opinion is to consider
sources as a point of discussion, not necessarily
the topic head on. I receive a regular stream of
source material from others, of which I selectively
approach as time allows. It is usually the amplified
‘insistence’ to consider, or a reliable sender that
causes my attention to be redirected. Be that
sender...					***

Thoughts For The Quarter: A NEW DARK AGE
We had plenty of warning, even forty years ago, that if we did not defeat the policy of the Money Power within a few years,
we should enter another Dark Age, and it is quite evident that we have now entered it. The culture in which we live is no
longer a Christian culture. The Christian principles on which most of us were brought up are no longer tacitly accepted by
Society as a whole, as they used to be however imperfectly; and the young, for the most part, are not being brought up as
Christians. The light of Christianity now shines from many points, but does not visibly diffuse through the whole of Society.
THE DOUGLAS LEGACY by Dr. Geoffrey Dobbs. The New Times Vol 44 No 11 1979
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NOTHING TASTES AS GOOD AS FREEDOM FEELS by Arnis Luks
Inalienable Rights
Inalienable Rights, or a Bill of Rights, or a
Charter of Rights are a vital thought to consider in
The South Australia state election is only a
light of a current court case in Canada. In a recent
few weeks out and yet I cannot find any, what I’d
UK Column broadcast this very question came
call, reasonable news-reported-articles in regard
up. Legislated Rights infers that one person or
to candidates, or policies, or anything else. This
group has the power to determine and adjudicate
includes the dedicated ABC election website.
what rights another person or group may hold.
Incredible. It’s almost as if South Australia does
Inalienable, or natural rights, not written down
not exist in the Australian political psyche. I must
admit I don’t have a functioning TV or radio in my but originating from God alone, infers that the
law’s function is to the negative, you cannot lie,
house so the preferred mediums of interchange of
kill, maim, or destroy, but apart from that you are
ideas can’t permeate my thought processes. Some
free to go about your business. Eric Butler would
would consider this an advantage and others a
always refer to the ‘road-rules’ as the most obvious
disadvantage. I look on it as controlled thinking.
prototype or model of common law rights, free to
This weekend NSW will be holding 4 bigo about your business and travel wherever you
elections. All voters have by now received a
like provided you adhered to those road-rules and
postal-voting pack. This extraordinary situation is
do not infringe on another’s equal rights. This is the
rife for interference as was demonstrated by videoprimary function of all law.
footage of postal vote rigging of the previous USA
Only do unto him what you would have him do
presidential election. Voter-rolls are another area
onto you
of significant corruption that is never addressed by
This way of thinking in my mind leads to an
the AEC as their funds are strictly controlled by
honest assessment of behaviour that is above all
party hacks. It is not in the best interest of political
law and / or commandments. I read this morning
parties to tidy up this cesspool. Remember those
two diametrically opposed perspectives by
infamous Whitlam words of advice – vote early
church leadership. One promoting the jab and the
and vote often. This is not to allude to a Labor
party monopoly in this area, but as I said a cesspool other condemning the jab. One stating that it is
immoral ‘not to get the jab’, and the other stating
that needs a Royal Commission to be conducted
following every election to tidy up these anomalies. the dominance of big Pharma over humanity as
immoral. I’m of the view that one position is
Scrutineering is another anomaly altogether.
hideously evil coming from him who wears a
While the Canadian truckers’ freedom convoy
backwards collar, and the other enlightened, that
are facing temperatures of -30°C, we have our own
is, turning towards the light of truth. This is where
truck convoy in Canberra, coming from all parts of
Australia. What will happen after this campaign, or we are and we have to accept that brother will turn
as a consequence of this campaign, is really the only against brother, wife against husband and children
against parents.
pertinent question. I hold significant concern that
Former merchant banker and appointed leader
the standoff may become a stalemate, which will
of the Anglican Communion (appointed by former
demoralise those who are standing up for freedom.
British PM Tony Blair weapons of mass destruction
I am hoping wave after wave of new groups will
move in to support the truckers. The French Yellow fame) Justin Welby suggests that those who are
Vests have been protesting for more than 3 years, so not vaccinated are immoral. This was countered by
a one-off convoy generally will not cut the mustard. Roman Archbishop Vigano describing:
In India, there were extended protests of 250
“the multiple vatican endorsements of the
million farmers over many months that did not even
criminal mass-vaccine campaign confirm the full
rate a mention in our media. Hoping the media will
adherence of the (Roman church-ed) hierarchy
honestly enter the fray is a false hope that will not
to the globalist vulgate, without taking even the
eventuate. They are paid servants and will do their
slightest account of the serious critiques of the
master’s bidding.
so-called vaccines…The Pontifical Academy
for Life is no exception. It has become an organ
How do we assist the public to come out of this
of neo-Malthusianism, even to the point of
deep hypnotic spell to the light of day, to actually
declaring that subjecting oneself to inoculation
think and no longer accept the MSM programming
with the experimental drug is an act of love and
narrative? A thought that must be considered, is
a moral duty, incontrovertibly denying not only
that the vast majority may not wish to come out at
the evidence of the facts but also the existence
all from this spell. They are glued to their TVs in a
of a global plan that has deliberately caused
state of perpetual fear and anxiety and are moving
this psycho-pandemic in order to bring about
into the realm of psychological exhaustion ready to
a ruthless reduction of the world population
capitulate to slavery.
(especially the elderly) and impose forms of
United States truckers have had their Facebook
control and restriction of the natural rights of
account terminated almost as quickly as it appeared,
citizens...”
titled “Convoy to DC, 2022”. GoFundMe has
also attempted to withhold donated funds from the
Certainly a polarising narrative coming from
Canadian Truckers. The deep state won’t allow use
two very differing leaders. As to the question of
of supposedly ‘their’ facilities to promote freedom.
morality of being jabbed or not jabbed the former
I noted from one website that there are now
merchant banker Justin Welby has laid his cards
migration trends within the United States away
on the table as to whom he shall serve. This is not
from “woke” states towards those states which
out of the ordinary. Eric Butler would often write
promote a more acceptable version of freedom.
of the Communist infiltrated and controlled ‘World
No doubt the same is occurring in Europe with the
Council of Churches’ directing significant amounts
latest Austrian laws mandating jabs. As Geoffrey
of funds towards the guerrilla campaigns throughout
Dobbs wrote in “Responsible Government in a Free Africa where helpless victims were necklaced to
Society”, the ultimate VETO against government
death by these revolutionaries. This is the sordid
policy is to leave the country.
history of the world council of churches involved in
evil political acts. Should there even be a world this
or a world that?
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I believe it is our primary function to find
resolution
In a most enlightening interview of Kyle
Kemper, half-brother to Canadian PM Justin
Trudeau, many sacred cows were refreshingly
examined. The alternative news services are
certainly rising to the challenge. Watch this
interview right through to the end, because it just
gets better and better. Unexpectedly, Trudeau’s
half- brother is a guileless, informed, and genuinely
humanity- loving individual who counters the woke
narrative.
Coles’ supermarket shelves are increasingly
running out of stock. I can only reiterate again the
importance of promoting local growers, farmers
markets and community gardens to reinforce
the banks/levies of your own personal supply
chains. Some sources of out of season produce can
travel more than 4000 km to their market. Under
increasing duress on the supply chains, availability
of items will diminish. It is necessary, so necessary,
to think ahead and secure your food base.
500,000 Canadian government employees have
received pay rises while the remainder of the nation
are finding they increasingly have to tighten their
belts. If you earn less, you pay less tax, and yet the
bureaucracy and those on government payroll are
receiving pay rises. Also, significant numbers of
the mainstream media are losing employment. This
exerts inordinate pressure on the remaining staff to
comply. Governments are providing huge financial
support to the mainstream media to the tune of
billions of dollars. Where does all this revenue
come from? It comes from new credits in the form
of debt issued by central banks, the source of this
covid/climate lockstep/lockdown policy.
Reports coming in are that the Canadian
truckers’ freedom convoy is now being supported
by cowboys on horseback and a contingency of
farmers with their tractors. There was also one
report of a Native-American contingent moving
into position. Spokesman for the truckers are
insisting that all lockdown/lockstep impositions
be removed including mandatory jabs and testing.
The Trudeau government is owned and controlled
by corporate interests as is the mainstream, now
referred to as “legacy” media. The alternative news
services are reporting from the ground of these
trucker activities, while our media in Australia, if at
all, presents a very sanitised version of events. The
main battleground is in this area of ideas, the public
consciousness if you like.
This week I have been working my way through
a book titled the “United States of Fear” by
Mark McDonald M.D. presenting the case that
heightened levels of anxiety, fear and trepidation,
are gripping predominantly the female mind. The
legacy media is doing all they can to foster this
anxiety and fear. The facts on the ground are that
the birds are singing, the weather is kind, and the
harvest is plentiful. The demons in the forest are
only a creation of the witch doctor’s spell of which
the legacy media play their most vital role.
I have also viewed a report that should any
police officer support or provide facility towards
the Canadian truckers’ freedom convoy they will
be investigated and prosecuted by their police chief
to the full extent of the Police Service Act and if
relevant the Criminal Code...
#Ottawa Police Chief Says He Will Investigate
& Prosecute Any Police Officer That Provides
Any Support To The #TruckersConvoy2022
Protestors Including Food or Water...
				(continued next page)
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The patent was approved on August 31
and follows governments around the world
implementing increasingly far-reaching
surveillance measures amid the coronavirus such
as vaccine passports that aim to exclude people
from economic and social activities and apps that
use geolocation and face recognition to police
quarantine...
What Is Law For? Think about the Road Rules:
Just-Law is not burdensome, but allows all
(in this case) to freely travel/use the roads on
conditions stated in the Rules of the Road. Truck
drivers travel thousands of miles to their chosen
destination every day - obeying the Road Rules.
This is a good example of a useful law, not
burdensome, but neither are they chaotic as would
happen if there were no rules or those rules were
not obeyed. This is “the power of human beings
in association to produce the result intended,
measured in terms of their satisfaction.”
Tudor Jones, in Elements of Social Credit directs
attention towards Douglas’ advice that we must not
only use the ‘rules of the road’ (or Constitution) we
must ‘practice at the net’. Sports stars understand
this very well. They practice at the net - or
wicket- to improve their abilities even though they
must also know the rules of cricket or tennis, etc.
Knowing the rules of the game is necessary, but
without practising at the net knowing the rules will
get nowhere. That is why it is so important to begin
with Freedom of Choice and Lifting all Mandates
as the first step in practising at the net.
Thinking about this proposal of practicing at
the net; the need for devolution of political power
has not surfaced from any political entity, but
rather more of the same from different hands UAP,
Australia 1, PHON etc.
Government as mother, and now father, removes
personal responsibility from the individual. First
there was mass medication in the form of fluoride,
justified for the protection of young children’s
teeth even though less than 1% of 1% of all water
produced was drunk by children. If fluoride worked
and was not a neurotoxin, a topical application
by the dentist could have sorted this issue easily.
Instead, all the population was medicated with a
known sedative. And now this mass-medication
theme has evolved into never ending jabs. Just
think, the largest building complexes in every
major city are now ‘citadels for health’ while our
population is getting sicker and sicker, weaker and
weaker. Cui Bono?
Accepting personal responsibility for your
own health decisions has moved from something
voluntary, almost incidental, towards something that
is vitally essential, or mandatory if we are to restore
our inalienable rights.
Practicing At The Nets
I have previously suggested Rate-Payer’s
https://reclaimthenet.org/ us-patent-surveilling-vaccinating-scores/
Associations
and Progress Associations as vehicles
Patent and trademark attorneys Dr. Gal Ehrlich
towards reform at the local government level.
and Maier Fenster of Ehrlich & Fenster recently
Understanding inordinate influences that can
had a US patent approved for a technology that
corrupt human nature, and the injection of persons
aims to surveil people via their digital activity,
of already vested interests into government, I see
give them a score that defines “the potential level
that the open meeting provides a viable resolution
of super-spreading activity of each individual,”
to this corruption, in that should a local meeting
and then vaccinate people based on this score…
be swamped by outsiders, brandishing the councilNot only does the patent suggest mass electronic
rates-notice and being known by existing members
surveillance of people to create a social credit
could alleviate some external interferences.
style score that determines when they should be
Open discussion, while there are risks of meeting
vaccinated but it also proposes that the technology
capture, do promote meaningful and lively dialogue.
could be deployed as part of a “dedicated
Finding resolution may take time – so be it. This
mandatory app” where “the government may
order the citizens to install a dedicated application is where understanding that a quick-majority can
and should be challenged back by a thoughtful and
on their smartphones (or other smart devices
considered approach after due consideration, being
like tablets, smartwatches, smart glasses, etc.)
the counter-balance. Participation is the key. The
to help the government with the logistics of the
revolutionaries know this only too well and will
vaccination procedures”...
always be the other side of the net.
Blackmail isn’t limited to the
political sphere but is rampant throughout all those
areas which hold the political and societal purse
strings or employment.
A relevant thought is of what structure or
organisation actually controls the leadership of
these departments?
In ‘Secret Societies and Subversive Movements’
by Nesta Webster, she writes of the hidden hand
of the Masons, the Illuminati and nowadays we
have all these ‘think tanks’ and ‘charitable funds’
which are able to pour billions into this campaign of
world government. Another title on secret societies
and subversive movements is ‘The Mystery of
Freemasonry Unveiled’ by Cardinal of Chile.
New South Wales local Liberals are attempting
to have some input into the selection process from
their branches. The Federal Liberal executive
is riding roughshod over the locals to parachute
in pre-ordained individuals. By their very
structure political parties are not a representative
organisation but a power movement run by ruthless
individuals. Their structure attracts tyrants and
are generally run by them. The most revealing
comments were made recently by the ‘great reset’
Klaus Schwabb: is that most of these world leaders
are parachuted-in individuals, injected into the body
politic, having been trained at his WEF school for
world leaders. He also makes the extraordinary
claim that 50% of some federal administrations are
injected from his school. Whether communist or
capitalist, they all come from this school as they
historically once came from Harvard or the London
School of Economics and Political Science.
If you as an individual do not accept personal
responsibility to run your own life, then these
tyrants will most certainly run it for you.
Emmanuel Macron and Justin Trudeau are not
exceptional tyrants. They come from the same
preparatory and predatory ground as Vladimir Putin
and Jacinda Adern. They are groomed, developed,
trained and implanted there to do the bidding of
their corporate masters. The same place these
funds come from, central banks and international
corporations.
The Chinese system of surveillance is a creature
developed in the west by tech giants such as google,
facebook and twitter. Plans are afoot to constantly
assess your worthiness as to more and more jabs
based on your compliance to this global tyranny.
In Europe, Austria has now passed laws making
jabs mandatory or receive fines for non-compliance.
Queensland has now introduced random covid
testing. This will never end unless it is overcome by
a counter movement towards freedom.
New Patent Proposes Digital Surveillance to
Vaccinate People Based on Social Credit Style
Scores By Tom Parker
(continued from previous page)
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While opinionated individuals may carry persuasive
arguments at the time, due consideration can
counter back. This is all practicing at the net stuff
that builds community and enforces representation
instead of party power movements dominated by
professional activists. How little consideration
was ever given to local’s opinions with the GMO
decree by the agricultural minister in SA? Those
active associations, had they been working tirelessly
to remove this person permanently from the
parliament, could have possibly changed the state
government while they were at it.
Political party movements work from their own
‘controlled associations’ for their own purposes.
It works like a club or a gang. Once representation
is achieved the open meeting quickly goes behind
closed doors.
36% organic certified farmers and growers of
the Fleurieu Peninsular was insufficient to hold the
line against this tyranny exercised by the minister
on behalf of the GMO superstructure. Everyone is
a minority at some stage. We need to rethink this
majority vote racket.
Last ChristMass, I received word that a
Queensland local government had supported local
business leaders by declaring a covid tyranny safehaven. This allowed business to achieve their much
needed cashflow-injections across this high spending
period, with no covid restrictions or policing
whatsoever. Another council body was asked the
same question but declined to offer support to their
business community. Extraordinary.
One ‘local government’ acting resolutely with
the ‘local representative’ and business leaders, could
send shockwaves through any state government that
imposes this tyranny. The covid thought police
would be powerless against this in a heartbeat.
Especially, if like the truckers, the thought caught
on with wave after wave of increasing support from
freedom loving individuals.
You see, free must be balanced with moral and
responsible. Those who rashly chose the jab are the
same group that are now recording a 40% increase
in all-cause morbidity. They have not avoided
responsibility; in fact, they are demonstrating it
with this increase in death rate. As horrid as it is to
say that is the practical truth of it.
Short term goal: to slow or stop the progress
of covid tyranny with the restoration of all our
inalienable rights: freedom of movement and
choice, informed consent, and Long term goal: to
have our constitutions updated to include a VETO
mechanism to hold the ‘tendency of tyrants’ to
account on a daily basis.			
***
Further Reading:
https://alor.org/Storage/navigation/Library1.htm
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…AS TO HOW WE SHALL BE GOVERNED by Arnis Luks
Our Constitution of the Federation of Australia
is quite unique in the history of constitutions
around the world. The people of the various states
within Australia, and their appointed and popularly
elected advocates held negotiation-conventions
across more than 10 years to bring about “How We
Shall Be Governed”. Australia’s Constitution is
a limiting document, clearly stating those powers
allocated to the federal government and no more.
The interests of the various states is accommodated
within this limiting document e.g. Tasmania
achieves similar senate numbers as does NSW, and
yet the population of those states is starkly different
in numbers and disposition. The state’s house, the
senate, is equally representative from every state,
and entitling two seats from each territory. Senators
normally face re-election alternate federal elections
unless a double dissolution is called.
The structure of the Parliament is trinitarian,
dividing power across the two houses and the
Monarch’s representative the Governor General.
Both upper and lower houses have equal power,
except, that supply must be initiated through the
lower house. The power of the purse (for the
government to function) must be reviewed annually
through both Houses of Parliament. Should
confidence be lost in the lower house (the House
of Representatives), the upper house (the Senate
the state’s house) has the opportunity to withhold
supply to force an election. This check of power
against tyranny of the lower house is foundational
for the good working of Parliament.
The 1975 withholding of supply caused the then
Governor General to force the situation back to the
people. The people being the final arbiter of the
performance of the government. The Constitution
vests with the people.
The people must be consulted and approve
of any and every change to this agreement : our
Constitution of how we shall be governed. It is a
fine balancing of powers across the three branches
of our Parliament.
There is also the trinity of the “separation
of powers”. The Parliament makes the law. The
Executive (cabinet government) administers the
law. The Judiciary assesses the true and proper
application of these laws in accordance with our
Constitution - the supreme law of the nation of
Australia. The third trinity within our federated
structure are the three levels of government;
federal, state and local.
Some would argue, somewhat cynically,
that local government is nowadays a branch
or expression of the administration of state
government laws. This is certainly more so since
councils were amalgamated into regional corporate
bodies. This restructuring of the local councils
through regionalisation directly affected how we
shall be governed, with a dominating CEO and
Mayor as the public face of policy. This erosion
of the representative function of local government
was deliberate to assist bringing about a one world
government.
Section 51
The constitutional arguments against medical
conscription have at least three facets in regard
to federal and/ or state power to legislate in this
realm. The imposition over companies to require
conditions of employment in regard to medical
status. The imposition over doctors to disregard
their training, experience and sound science to
administer an experimental chemical-procedure
altering the human system in unknown ways.
The imposition over people with QR codes, jab
compliance and medical passports to function
normally within society. All are forms of
Wake Up

conscription. Our courts, up till now, have provided
no relief of this imposition of totalitarian tyranny
against the clear contractual agreement between the
people and our governments as to “how we shall be
governed”.
World Government Policy Undermining Our
Federation
Since local government regionalisation
across the states, the CEO and Mayor are
working together, rather than representatives
of the shire, more and more as a management
team to implement world government policy
‘locally’. This imposition is reflected in the strong
environmental presence within all licensing and
policy (sustainability) - e.g. medium density
housing, recycle. Licensing and inspections for
even the most basic things within local industry
are now the norm. The council officers are more
bureaucratic by the day having lost site of service
to the community as a genuine public servant.
The Global Parliament of Mayors and
the Abolition of the Electorate
At the state level, privatisation was a key
world government policy-initiative resulting in
the loss of nearly all the state’s assets to private
interests. More recent the marketing of solar
panels as environmental policy. The life-cycle
of a solar panel is around 10 years after which
performance drops off. Wind farms and their lifecycle are around 20 years. Electric car batteries
are even less. Behind every environmental
policy-initiative is heavy industry based around
base-load electrical power generation. Coal and
Gas fired base-load power generation is capable
of continued service for perhaps 100 years with
little loss of performance and minimal footprint,
generally being located amongst coal or gas fields
with transmission lines to populace centers. If CO2
was such a problem this would be apparent around
these base-load CO2 emitters, which it is not if you
take the time to look. Torrens Island in Adelaide SA
has a gas fired base-load power generation facility
there since 1963. In the immediate vicinity, if it
is anything, are pristine wetlands and a city wide
forest of lush growth. Adelaide is a clean and pretty
city.
I have worked in oil and gas for 35 years,
operating heavy and extremely high pressure and
very hot equipment on a daily basis. More than 10
years ago I was compelled by state government
legislation to seek a license to perform this
everyday task. The license itself did nothing other
than authorize what I was already doing. I find
now my license will lapse if I fail to demonstrate
competency of something my years of experience
can demonstrate in a heartbeat. Ironic that it
would be more appropriate for me to license the
inspector in the first place. This situation is similar
with my carpentry experience for having been
brought up in this industry from a building family.
The license being the state issued authority to
work in a field that is readily in my blood. West
Australia as is Victoria is demonstrating where
this is going, with now more apparent demarcation
lines around your personal vaccine status and
passport. The current experimental jab is probably
the most environmentally un-sustainable product
industry has ever come up with. Vaccinations were
‘scientifically’ argued they provided immunity for a
lifetime. Nowadays the jab is supposedly providing
protection for as little as a few months. The jab
and sustainability don’t fit together at all. The logic
of this pseudo science does not hold. It is medical
propaganda for the benefit of vested interests
and promulgated by our TGA Therapeutic Goods
Administration as supposedly an independent body.
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At the federal level the imposition of world
government policy is reflected in the decimation
of all our primary industry and the loss of any
semblance of control over our national financial
policy. All our major assets are under the direct
management and control of private interests for
the direct benefit of those same private interests.
World government is in fact corporate governance.
Nation states count for little in this world- wide
managerial environment.
Douglas Reed has written extensively on this
program towards world government. Reed’s 27
page booklet
“The Grand Design of the 20th Century”
is available in our online PDF Libarary here:
https://alor.org/Storage/ Library/PDF/Reed%20D%20-%20Grand_
Design_of_ the_20th_Century.pdf

The corporate management of the USA by one man
across 6 Presidential terms
makes for alarming reading.
A Vision Splendid
I am sitting here contemplating while the rain
is lightly kissing the ground. We are in the middle
of summer and a further 30mm or so of rain has
fallen over the past day or so. I wouldn’t consider
this a wet summer, but rather just a continuation
of the mild summers we are experiencing. Our
garden is growing plentifully with little need
for supplementary water except for the kitchen
veggies. There is a small chance, if the rain
continues, that some crops may be damaged by
fungal problems, however we are not experiencing
this. If you listened to the mainstream media or
read their main articles you may feel incredulous
towards me for writing about the observable
natural world. The truth is I must write about
what I see, sense and feel (touch) in the real
world, because this is how to undo this massive
psychological operation (psyop). What does it
really look like? Every 2nd news-item broadcast in
public places is in regard to covid or climate. Even
the tragedy occurring in Tonga is enmeshed within
the Covid propaganda narrative.
Information Sources and Methods of
Communication
I’ve spent nearly all of this week attempting
to resolve computer email issues with our leased
‘Internet server’ housed interstate. The incredible
situation is that: providing a secure and encrypted
email - not selectively directed into spam by antivirus software - across our leased server has been
compromised and the issue remains unresolved.
In spite of many support tickets across two wellknown companies this issue is still in limbo.
Identification-encryption is something you need
if you prefer what you send-off to arrive in the intray, not sent into spam, and also be read by the
recipient alone. Intelligence services would have
little trouble overcoming this barrier, but against
the average hacker it is a layer of security worth
having. Both companies’ service, in my personal
involvement across many years, has remained
impeccable, up till now. I can only guess as to
why this is occurring, and even then the next
guess changes completely. This has caused us to
take stock and perform a review of contractual
arrangements, what we are doing and the services
required going forward.
How Important Are Workarounds or Workthroughs
Adversity builds personal resolve amongst
some. Others may be crushed, unfortunately.
The Chinese interchange the word ‘crisis’ with
‘opportunity’.
				(continued next page)
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Their symbol of yin-yang
shows that order can come, even from the middle
of chaos. ED Butler referred to ‘events’ that will
cause people to move - take stock, regenerate. 130
years ago our fathers of federation, through the
constitutional conventions, saw fit to include the
preamble within our written constitution which
states ‘We the people...humbly relying upon the
blessings of Almighty God’. Our foundational, but
now muddled philosophy, is currently immersed
within humanistic- materialism. These foundational
words to our constitution are a straight-arrow
leading to our refuge, in that we have drifted away
from the important things and are in pressing need
to re-energise them to go forward.
Civilisations can regress and eventually collapse,
or they go forward onto another plain. King John
is ‘our’ example of tyranny overcome by resolute
and faith- full individuals - going forward. I am
not convinced any other nation has achieved this
development of limiting constitutionalism as
has that once merry Isle England. She has many
skeletons in her closet, but this is the most brilliant
jewel in her crown, that we must look to God for
providence - as we bring about His Kingdom on
earth as in heaven. Some other jewels are the
evolution of common law, Westminster trinitarian
parliamentary government, Habeas Corpus, trial by
jury and ‘innocent until proven guilty’ in our courts.
All of these jewels we received from her as part
of our cultural inheritance brought to Botany Bay
with the first fleet, and are in significant jeopardy
of being lost by the current representatives and
international agreements imposed over this land by
historically compromised governments.
Those 1983 judges including Lionel Murphy,
inflicted a mortal injury to the body politic of
Australia with their 4:3 majority decision to allow
our federal government to over ride the limiting
power of our constitution (against the states) by
making enforceable international agreements under
a radical ‘external affairs’ interpretation, foresaw
and foretold by HV Evatt, former high court judge,
Labor attorney general and federal parliamentary
leader. They, our governments, are now at all levels
bound to implement world government policy over
us based on secretive (TPP etc) trade agreements
with trans-national corporations. Any supposed
private- public partnership is dominated by private
interests for their benefit, with little public input
- GMO for example. A one sided arrangement
decreed from the top down.
Without a Vision a Nation Will Perish
If we are to extricate ourselves from this quagmire,
we must first unravel to see how this imposition of
world government policy by these trans-national
corporations and central banks has taken place. Dr
David Mitchell, an eminent Australian constitution
and international lawyer, has provided 5 educational
video lectures covering these vital constitutional
issues, available on our website library:
(continued from previous page)

https://alor.org/Storage/navigation/Library5.htm

The supreme law of this land is our Constitution
which vests with the Australian people - We
the people... It is a legal garment worn around
every single person in this nation and it is being
shredded by aliens to us. Our politicians, judges
and bureaucrats are all ignoring this fact and are

doing all they can to keep our eyes off the ball,
distracted by covid and climate. It is from this
point of upholding “our constitution that vests with
the people” that we can come together to renew
our federation vows. The Constitution first and
foremost is the agreement between the peoples of
the various states of Australia “as to how we shall
be governed”. Politicians, bureaucrats and judges,
must abide by this agreement that vests with the
people and not foster any radical interpretations
towards centralist world government policies. We
must restore the limiting Constitutional agreement
of our federation if we are to have any viability of
independence and freedom from tyranny, for us and
for our progeny.
National Credit Policy
If we are irredeemably indebted, we are not
a free people at all. One of our founding fathers
King O’Malley knew this only too well and went
about establishing the people’s bank. This is our
real history of financial self reliance, not some
fantasised narrative concocted by corrupted
institutions, but readily available for research
from our online libraries available at alor.org
and other sources mentioned regularly in our
journals. A significant task is to regain control of
our monetary policy, to be exercised by our own
independent bank, such as was once the case with
the Commonwealth Bank of Australia under the sole
directorship of (Sir) Dennison Miller.
This must be a foundational consideration, that
Australia be a financially sovereign nation under a
limiting Constitutional agreement by all the people
of the various states of this nation. That is the
agreement of “how the people shall be governed”
and must be upheld as the first restorative principal
towards freedom, fought back from tyranny unto the
last man standing. South Australian State Election
not one sitting member of any political party has
lifted a finger to uphold our ancient constitutional
freedoms.
Every one of them has either capitulated in
their cowering behaviour, or silently and gleefully
supported the totalitarian imposition over us, and
must be sent packing by placing them last on the
ballot paper. There is no other suitable response
to this treachery. I believe the nearest old folks’
home would provide a higher calibre of integrity
amongst its occupants towards our ancient rights
and freedoms than what we currently experience.
I cannot put it more plainly than that.
South Australia must lead by example and
replace these incumbents with fresh blood who
have a vision of restoration of our ancient rights and
freedoms under a limiting constitutional agreement
with the people.
The divisive policies imposed over us are
deliberately polarising society into the vaxxed
and unvaxxed, old - young, male - female, instead
of uniting us under our limiting Constitutional
agreement ending discrimination. Our ancient
freedoms is what we have lost under world
government covid lockstep/lockdown policy,
imposed over us by this current state government.
They do not deserve another term, but need to send
packing back into the barren, totalitarian wilderness
from whence they came. We do not need to resort
to any form of violence, but intelligent action by an
informed and resourceful electorate. There is time

and the opportunity is now.
Alternative News : Items Of Interest
Dr. Meryl Nass’ Testimony Against
Vaccine Mandates
The Health and Human Services Committee of
the Maine legislature held a public hearing on
LD867 “An Act to Prohibit Mandatory COVID-19
Vaccinations for 5 Years to Allow for Safety Testing
and Investigations Into Reproductive Harm”
https://media.mercola.com/ImageServer/Public/2022/ January/
PDF/meryl-nass-vaccine-mandates-pdf.pdf
TGA link: https://www.tga.gov.au/sites/default/files/cmi- comirnatybnt162b2-mrna.pdf

If hospitals had utilized the Zelenko protocol
with intravenous vitamin C and vitamin D, then
covid-19- associated deaths would be virtually
nonexistent:
https:// www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-21-zelenko-protocolintravenous-vitamin-c-and-d-covid19-deaths.html

A multi-center, randomized, open-label study
assessed the effectiveness of vitamin D and the
Zelenko protocol (hydroxychloroquine, zinc, and
azithromycin). Seven hospitals in Turkey applied
the treatment protocol with and without intravenous
vitamin C to study its effectiveness for shortening
the duration of illness and prevention of death….
The study concludes that a “treatment protocol of
HCQ, AZM, and zinc with or without intravenous
vitamin C is safe and effective in the treatment of
COVID-19, with high dose intravenous vitamin C
leading to a significantly quicker recovery.” The
suppression of efficacious treatments has turned
hospitals into modern day gas chambers...
Bureau of Meteorology ‘cools the past, warms
present’ Graham Lloyd, The Australian :
“The bureau has now remodelled the national
temperature dataset three times in just nine years,”
Dr Jennifer Marohasy said.
https://joannenova.com.au/2022/01/
bom-cools-history-and-warms-the-present-version-2-2/

Liberty Sinks Slowly in the West

https://quadrant.org.au/opinion/public-health/2022/01/ libertysinks-slowly-in-the-west/

The State of Western Australia has just
introduced one the most draconian proof-ofvaccination requirements in the entire world...
Announcing the further expansion of an allencompassing vaccine passport system, he (the
Premier) informed the state’s residents that such
measures will remain in place for many “years”.
						***

Thoughts For The Quarter:
The powers of the Commonwealth with respect to legislating on medical issues is one of the items in section 51 of the
Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act.
(xxiiiA) the provision of maternity allowances, widows’ pensions, child endowment, unemployment, pharmaceutical,
sickness and hospital benefits, medical and dental services (but not so as to authorize any form of civil conscription),
benefits to students and family allowances;
Wake Up
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LOVE AS A DYNAMIC FORCE by Arnis Luks
In an increasingly obvious scripted narrative, the
South Australian Premier is shaping the lifting
of Covid restrictions to align with the next state
election. While the ABC is the only reporting
service dealing with this obvious manipulation,
nonetheless it warrants consideration of what
really is a cynical work practice of politics - pork
barrelling of another type in exchange for reelection - a temporary relaxation of the rules of
tyranny.
A similar perspective can be taken in regard
to the Federal election due in May. MSM are
almost pleading with the incumbents to give them
something to eulogise them with. The jostling for
media time isn’t limited to the major parties, even
though I am convinced the federal ALP hold no
real desire whatsoever to win this election, with
their polarising narrative of taxing the rich and
confiscating inheritance rights. The current ALP
leader endorses the Morrison policy of covid/
climate tyranny, reinforcing that they are two peas
from the same pod.
Our PM has distanced himself from the covid
demonstrations in Canberra against lockstep/
lockdown; claiming it as state policy, not federal
that is causing this unbearable situation. If this
were true, which it is not, the government would
have the states in the high court in a heartbeat,
which they have not. They work together.
They deny with their mouths what they are
doing with their hands.
This vacuum of acceptable policy direction
is a huge opportunity for minor parties and
independents to rally against the majors. Firstly,
to insist upon “freedom of choice”; and secondly
“lifting of all covid restrictions”. These two
policies reinforce our inalienable rights and
freedoms are to be upheld, especially by our
governments. Should an incumbent be unable to
endorse and pursue these two policies they need
to be placed last on every ballot paper. Canadian
Truckers are leading the way on this issue, and,
while it may turn unstable at any moment with the
government preparing a paramilitary response,
those truckers need to hold their line as best
they can. This is a war against tyranny for the
restoration of our inalienable rights and freedoms
that government seized.
When Mark Latham was the ALP Federal leader
he came up with a polarising narrative of class
warfare. Even though he is now an indicative leader
within the PHON camp, I still cautiously watch
every manoeuvre he makes.
Police shut down Perth restaurant, arrest
owner, over alleged vaccine breach
https://www.smh.com.au/national/police-shut-down-perth-restaurantarrest-owner-over-alleged-vaccine- breach-20220208-p59upt.html

Qld’s Capricorn Coast Says NO
to Labor’s Vaccine Mandates
Livingstone Shire Council voted to become
“pro-choice” by rejecting government advice to
medically discriminate between who they serve and
employ in local businesses...
The PHON request for a Royal commission
into Covid handling by the various governments
and health departments, must be compared to the
recently held banking Royal commission which was
carefully guided into the sidelines by former PM
Malcolm Turnbull.
I have no confidence any ‘terms of reference’
for a Royal commission would seriously look into
this covid fiasco. There are too many skeletons in
the closet of important and influential people for
the light of day to be allowed.
The splendid work that PHON political party
were doing in the early days, with a genuine
Wake Up

alternative media presence under the stewardship
and guidance of James Ashby, is nowadays
hardly to be seen. Had their media contingent
being present with the current demonstrations
in Canberra, factually reporting the discontent
evident on the ground, or the small businesses
collapsing under Covid tyranny, and now with
the threat of five-year-olds being experimented
on with the jab, I’d be prepared to withdraw my
concerns for holding such a dark view of where
they are going and where they are leading us.
Canadian convoy protesters have crystallised
their policy objectives into ‘freedom of choice’
and “lifting of all covid restrictions”. PHON,
UAP and Australia 1 would all do well to give the
electors a serious target for the upcoming South
Australian election due in a few weeks. The majors
would not be able to contain the propaganda
narrative any longer if the people are given a
genuine political alternative to pursue - a VETO
against tyranny.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AIDHLEom5C4

The recent business leaders and councillors Nov
2021 town hall meeting in Yapoon, Qld was all
good stuff but while Pauline Hanson had the mic,
she only committed to managing everything better
than was being done by current leadership. Sorry
Pauline, just not good enough when we are losing
our nation and our inalienable rights and freedoms,
while our children are being experimented on with
the jab. The people need a clear policy choice, even
if it is to the negative of what they no longer want.
I also hold reservations towards Sen Malcolm
Roberts’ perspective on the economy and the
existing financial narrative. My reading of where
he is leading is Ludwig von Mises’ libertarianism
- not far from laissez-faire monopoly capitalism,
of which the (Roman) church condemns equally
alongside communism - both evil.
Ludwig von Mises: everyone has a responsibility
to work even if there are no jobs out there. Even if
the machines are doing absolutely everything. Even
if robotics, advance control, and computers can do
in a few minutes what took months by hand, the
policy is still full employment, (if you do not work
neither shall you eat) even if that insistence of work
happens to demand prostitution of the body and the
soul.
Victoria has become the third jurisdiction in
Australia to decriminalise sex work
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-02-10/victoria-sex- work-actrepealed-decriminalisation/100818818

As noted last week, there are opposing
theological arguments on this subject of full
employment.
“All things therefore whatsoever you would that
men should do to you, do you also to them. For this
is the law and the prophets”
- the golden rule as stated by our Lord.
It was William Wilberforce with a few others,
who won the common law battle against the
merchant-led slave trade. Slavery is a moral
question, not a financial consideration for both the
owner and the slave alike – a Faustian bargain for
the slave. No human should have that much power
over another, and none should be required to enter
into a slave/master Faustian bargain. The financial
system, through its nurtured and designed flaw of
manipulation, has confiscated the very real assets
of the entire planet to only a few hundred families.
The natural law response is this: “the Sabbath
was made for man and not man for the Sabbath”.
Systems are made to serve man(kind) and not
man to serve systems.The financial system must
be a just system (as with weights and measures),
not filching the entire globe unto those who
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manipulate it for their own purposes, while driving
the rest to abject poverty under financial slavery.
This PHON financial perspective, apart
from being amoral (no morals), is separated
from observable reality. With the cry for full
employment, there is no explanation whatsoever
of the irredeemable debt every nation in the world
finds itself in. If you can’t free yourself from
financial slavery, if a nation cannot manage its
own financial system for the benefit of the people
of that nation, then we are all slaves, nonetheless.
Silence on these vital issues is complicity. This is
where capitalism and communism come together
in their nexus of slavery – dictatorship of the
proletariat. This is the blind side of PHON and
conservatives generally, whereby they refuse, or
deliberately avoid considering this question, while
the other equally weighty issue of limiting the
power of government is also not openly discussed
in this arena of public education and discourse.
What a moment lost!
Important reading on this issue: The ‘Achilles
Heel’ of the Conservative Movement by ED Butler
available here:
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Butler_ED-Achilles_Heel.pdf

LOVE AS A DYNAMIC FORCE - PLAN B

What is to happen when the demonstrations
stop?

The combination of the Financial/Political/
Military/ Pharmaceutical/Industrial/Media complex
would be an impossible task to overcome by
physical strength alone. It requires faith, hope and
love, all put into action. The Canadian truckers
have set up soup kitchens to feed the homeless and
blow-up castles for the children. As the Truckers
are challenged by whomever, the locals are coming
out of their homes and filling the gaps created. This
spirit of freedom is growing as Canadians come
together to do all they can in -30ºC temperatures.
There may be some cracks appearing in the
politician’s armour, but these will be shored as they
appear. The key to inalienable rights and freedoms
is that it affects everybody including civil, political,
military and police.
Leadership of these structures has been
subverted with injections from the WEF and secret
societies. It is always the leadership that sets the
flock on a destructive path.
Leadership of Self
I watched footage of the Canberra march and
listened to several people with the microphone and
came out with the impression clear direction was
lacking or they were attempting to garnish votes for
the next election. I did not witness a clear policy
direction. What can 100,000 people do together in
a march or rally? Not much unless this display of
frustration is converted into action at their local
level with an injection of some leadership of self.
A dominant individual can readily take over a
large meeting to cause a change in direction if you
are not aware and thinking clearly. To overcome
this charisma advantage, clear thinking and
preset objectives are essential ingredients prior to
attendance of these.
The Canadian Truckers have united the nation
under a freedom of choice and lifting of all covid
restrictions banner that is bringing the public
along with them.
This is a unifying policy that permeates the
public imagination. Issues other than this need
to be set aside for now in order to direct political
energy towards the restoration of our inalienable
rights and freedoms. These rights and freedoms
do not come from government but are inherent
within every person from conception unto death.
				(continued next page)
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Government has
overstepped their defined boundaries of a limiting
Constitutional Monarchy.
Energy now needs to be placed into this institution
to shore it up as ‘our agreement as to how we
shall be governed’. Petitioning the Governors and
Governor General to lift all covid restrictions is a
start. He, as commander of our police and armed
services is the rightful recipient of this plea from the
people against the tyranny of our governments. This
can be done at your own capital city rather than
the 1,000+ kilometre trek to the capital Canberra.
Logistically it also makes sense.
Alternative Media as Education
Each time there is interaction with a member
of the public is also another opportunity for
civics re-education. Our Limiting Constitutional
Monarchical system of government is orientated
towards ‘division of power’ across divisions of
government and administration. No single house,
nor individual holds supreme power over our nation
(or our States). Annually the lower house must stand
(continued from previous page)

to be judged in the states’ house the Senate with
the passing of the budget. The Executive stands
answerable to the Parliament, and the Ministry
stand answerable before the Courts as adjudicator of
the imposition of these laws. Our representatives are
not doing their primary function of representing the
will of the electorate and holding the Executive to
account. They collect wages under false pretences
and need to be replaced with others more attune to
the now realised will of the electorate.
The New Zealand public are also rising up against
this world medical tyranny. A similar message from
them is freedom of choice and lifting of all covid
restrictions.
We need to understand that the police and the
military also have children and family directly
affected by this world medical tyranny. They
need to be brought alongside with the public.
This issue is government tyranny imposing
a world medical policy. Sir Robert Peel, the
founder of the London Police wrote:

“The police are the public and the public are the
police; the police being only members of the public
who are paid to give full time attention
to duties which are incumbent on every citizen in
the interests of community welfare and existence.”
While the public is now finding clear
objectives, the structure of tyranny must be
considered. Klaus Schwabb boasted that he had
injected up to 50% of administrations with his
operatives, it is those in leadership positions which
direct policy. It is those who will attempt to turn
this narrative against the pursuit of our inalienable
rights and freedoms. National broadcasters are
simply hired tools. New media is ‘you’ with a
clearly defined message: freedom of choice and
lifting of all covid restrictions. You can do much
locally in this pursuit of our freedoms. This is
where the supply lines are not 1,000+ks but readily
available. This is a war against tyranny and it is
happening in your neighbourhood at your own
front door.					***

MAN - HEIR and STEWARD by ED Butler
No reversal of current developments is possible
without reversing and modifying the financial
policies which have been such a powerful instrument
in the hands of the power-lusters. The true
conservative knows how important is the past. As
the young French-Canadian mystic, Simone Weil, so
beautifully expressed it in
The Need For Roots:
“We possess no other living sap, than the
treasures stored up from the past and digested,
assimilated and created afresh by us.”
A genuinely conservative approach to life
requires humility, to accept the fact that the man is
not self-sufficient.
It is surprising how many conservatives will
accept this truth concerning some subjects, but
reject it in the field of economics. Far too many
conservatives create the impression that their
concept of “rugged individualism” is a type of freefor-all where the self-made man succeeds and the
weak go to the wall. The truth is that no man is selfsufficient today in the field of economic
endeavour. Even those pioneering on some of the
world’s remaining frontiers are making use of
machinery and technical assistance which comes
from co-operative industrial societies, themselves
the heirs to a thousand years of “accumulated”
industrial arts. The creative conservative of
the Twentieth Century must take a new look at
economics if he is to meet the Socialist challenge.
Some proper humility is a prerequisite.
The following are basic truths which must be
accepted in evolving a policy which will enable
the best of our civilization to be preserved
and developed along the lines of a genuinely
conservative and co-operative society, one in which
the creative initiative of every individual can find
expression:
1. What might be described as man’s basic capital
consists of vast natural resources, including the
soil. Growth is impossible without sunshine, rain
and fresh air. All this is a gift from God. It is not
produced by men’s work. Labour does not produce
all wealth as the Socialist and Communist claim.
2. The use of basic capital requires production
capital. This has been developed at an everaccelerating rate because each new generation is
the heir to the accumulated knowledge of the past,
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which is part of man’s cultural heritage. Without
this knowledge, man would still be subsisting
at a primitive level without even knowing about
the wheel. It is more correct to describe man as a
discoverer than an inventor. The truth concerning
what is termed the “mechanical advantage” was
DISCOVERED, not created by the man who first
used a lever to lift a much greater weight than he
could with only his own muscular energy. This and
other truths are also a gift from God. The Indians
watched the flow of water over the Niagara Falls
for centuries, without realizing that here was
an enormous source of power which could be
harnessed to serve the individual. Present-day North
Americans use this power, not because of greater
physical ability than the Indians, but because
they are heirs to knowledge passed on to them by
previous generations. Semi-automatic machinery
driven by solar energy, computers, machines
making machines, with human labour as such now a
minor factor, are the results of the cultural heritage.
3. Both morally, and realistically, the individual is
entitled to a share in the benefits possible because
of the application of the cultural heritage to basic
capital. But although the cultural heritage, like basic
capital, must be regarded as a community heritage,
in order that this heritage is preserved, extended
and in the most competent and responsible manner
on behalf of the individual, private ownership is
essential.
In a free-enterprise society, private owners should
be a group of producing aristocrats, proud of their
responsibilities and the opportunity to develop their
various skills, serving a democracy of consumers.

C.H. Douglas predicted in l924 that
unless control of the community's credit were
decentralized into the hands of its individual
members, and the economic system reoriented
away from the direction in which it was being
forced by those monopolizing the control of
financial credit, there would come a time “well
within the lives of the present generation” when
“the blind forces of destruction will appear to be in
the ascendant... There is, at the moment, no party,
group, or individual possessing at once the power,
the knowledge, and the will, which would transmute
the growing social unrest and resentment (now
chiefly marshalled under the crudities of Socialism
and Communism) into a constructive effort for the
regeneration of Society... we are merely witnesses
to a succession of rear-guard actions on the part
of the so- called conservative elements of Society,
elements which themselves seem incapable or
undesirous of genuine initiative; a process which
can only result, like all rear- guard actions, in a
successive, if not successful retreat on the part of
the forces attacked. While this process is alone
active, there seems to be no sound justification for
optimism...”
— Social Credit By CH Douglas.
A genuine counter-offensive by conservatives,
demand a challenge to the policy of the credit
monopoly. It was Abraham Lincoln who observed
that “the power to regulate the currency and credit
of a nation” is “the Government’s greatest creative
opportunity.”
A resurgent conservatism might well take the
Lincoln statement as it’s fighting motto.
***

4. As the “money vote’ and price system is the most
flexible mechanism through which the individual
can exercise effective control over how his heritage
is to be developed, it is the legitimate function
of Government to ensure that the volume of
community purchasing power AUTOMATICALLY
reflects economic realities. The proper level of
water in a cattle drinking trough is automatically
adjusted by a ball-valve and the amount of water
consumed by the cattle. The actual mechanics
necessary to place individuals in control of their
own credit, is one for appropriate experts to create.
No change in the ownership or administration of the
private banks is necessary.
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IT WAS NEVER ABOUT COVID IT WAS ALWAYS ABOUT THE SURVEILLANCE STATE by Arnis Luks
Those following the political events in Canada
would be aware that bank accounts have already
been frozen and insurances revoked against the
protesters on the ground, and any other remote
supporters opposing that government’s covid
tyranny. The tyranny is expanding to any who fail
to support lockdown strategy such as the tow truck
companies who may fail to obey a directive to
tow away the convoy trucks. This power is readily
usable by the Trudeau administration against
all political opposition, including freedom or
constitutional movements, against truth in media
- the new media, against their bank accounts and
corporate structure – they wouldn’t you say – they
already have. Trudeau is not an exception, but
rather the rule of what to expect from our nation’s
rulers trained by the WEF school for world leaders.
Sovietisation has come to Canada as it convulses
further into crisis.
The validation of any type of prophecy is
to correctly predict future events if a policy is
pursued. CH Douglas foresaw what we currently
experience and his written record from 100+
years past is available for research. On this week’s
broadcast thecross-roads.org, a short paragraph
from the ‘protocols’ was read out to reinforce the
long- term objective of what we are experiencing.
The ‘protocols’ are such a ‘prophecy’ and deserve
wider consideration - available from our online
libraries. Another most important booklet of the
origins of modern communism is the ‘Antecedents
of Communism’ available here:
h t t p s : / / a l o r. o r g / S t o r a g e / L i b r a r y / P D F / A n t e c e d e n t s _ o f _
Communism.pdf

which highlights the pedigree of ideas from which
satanic communism emerged.
The Chinese surveillance state, which is an
expression of this satanic ideology, is being rolled
out across the free world by all governments as
the central bank ‘policy’ to control the world.
Klaus Schwabb and Bill Gates, while appearing as
dominant players in this narrative, are in fact the
willing slaves of their masters the Money- Power.
It always has been the Money-Power behind the
wars and revolutions within our living memory.
Few alternative media are pursuing this line but are
confusingly attributing the cause and effect of the
situation to governments, when in fact and deed,
governments are simply doing the bidding of a
higher power and authority. Political parties, as are
our education institutions, multinational industry
and the bureaucracy, are all willing tools of this
same power.
With the build up of pressure in the political
situation in Ottawa, and the increased levels of
propaganda in regard to the Ukraine, I would
expect false flag events to occur simultaneously in
both these regions.
“It is only in war, or the threat of war that English
speaking people will accept large-scale planning”.
The fully planned society is correctly called
capitalistic- communism. The expression of this is
most observable in China and Russia, but becoming
increasingly obvious in the English speaking
free world. We are no longer free due to our
governments administering Draconian financialbrutality against any who would disagree with their
policy. Minor donations of as little as $100 are
punishable by termination of employment, seizing
of funds and closing of bank accounts. This is
without court order nor redress against the banks
through the courts.
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A similar legal indemnity was pronounced in favour
of big-pharma by these governments over the covid
jab.
Artist’s empty shopfront photos show how
COVID lockdowns devastated Melbourne’s retail
sector https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-02-19/
empty- shopfronts-melbourne-covid-lockdownseconomic- crisis/100812668
The writers for this journal have repeatedly
emphasised the financial carnage being done to
middle- class Australians by the Covid tyranny.
Whilst this recent ABC news article makes
reference to the thousands of now empty shopfronts
across the Melbourne landscape; it neglects to
emphasise the thousands of other small businesses
that have closed due to the same policy, nor the
tens of thousands of jobs lost with all the personal
ramifications flowing on from such occurrences family breakdowns, increased suicides and mental
illness, bankruptcies, homes lost, and inheritances
dissolved.
Building upon the narrative of seizing and
closing bank accounts by the Canadian federal
government (being a reflection of central bank
policy), it becomes apparent that we are facing a
convergence of politically- aligned catastrophes
against the common people.
Whatever the real number of protesters in
Canberra over this past week, whether it be the
100,000 or even the 1 million, the point is that
individual and community resistance against Covid
tyranny is building.
The level of frustration has come to the point of
political expression into the streets. Can this action
alone bring about significant political change?
Unless this energy can be directed towards realistic
and firm policy objectives, it may dissipate to
nothing with the moment lost.
Our PM and Opposition leader quickly
distanced themselves from responsibility for the
covid tyranny by straight out misinformation to
the media. In Canada, the Provincial (state-ed)
governments also eased pressure from themselves
by reducing the intensity of covid restrictions;
only to ‘probably’ raise the bar further after the
Ottawa movement is collapsed by whatever means
necessary, including false flag events that may
result in the death of both RCMP and protesters.
A False Flag Event
A false flag event would legitimise Canadian
government crackdowns converting from covid
to the now police state. The (blind, deaf and now
dumb) general public will not notice any change in
outcomes and continue to accept whatever narrative
is generated (psychologically manipulated) into
their minds.
Two years ago this journal’s writers emphasised
the political coup d’état that was taking place
across the free world. For two years the owned,
controlled, and now subsidised media have failed
to report of this. Some alternative media outlets
are suggesting 99% of the once mainstream is now
financially supported with government subsidy.
Let’s be clear that this subsidy is not coming from
the government ‘as sponsor’, but rather from the
government ‘as administrator’ of world government
policy. Central banks are issuing what can only be
described to as ‘never ending’ (debt)-funds in the
form of new debt to governments across the free
world. The money is there for the police state and
now a possible war-front in Donbass, Ukraine, in
the form of increased debts over the public purse,
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but it is not there to allow the fruits of industry for
the public to enjoy.
“Guns will make us powerful; butter will only
make us fat,” declared Hermann Goring, Hitler’s
economics minister – ‘guns before butter’. This
same message is being touted by central banks
- police-state and war, but not for the pleasure
(leisure) of life.
This scripted narrative is attempting to hide
the obvious fact that we live in a time of material
abundance with the modern technological advances
in the manufacturing and other industrial and
scientific arts. Sufficiency is there for all of
mankind if we would only choose such.
Those who would be world leaders have correctly
predicted that 50% of all manufacturing,
distribution and production jobs have now gone
to machines and robots. Amazon warehouses
are full of robots while they have become the
largest distributor in the world; with little income
distributed to workers in comparison to prices for
their products. This situation is repeated over and
over again. Universities and colleges are utilising
online courses as the norm, as have schools with
a laptop for every student. Church services are
centrally controlled and occurring increasingly
online. Even Parliaments and the Courts are
becoming remote-attended events, with cardboard
cut-out (virtual) representatives and proceedings.
The highest levels of government are conducted
online, or for photo opportunities rather than open
Parliaments with recorded debates across the floor
of ideas. A stunted, perverse abstraction of what
was once genuine participatory and representative
democracy.
Faith In The System At An All-time Low
The latest central bank press releases are in
regard to battling inflation (as if it were a hot war).
With the past two years of the policy of issuing
massive amounts of new credit (in the form of
debt for governments to subsidise industry while
locking down middle-class manufacturing); this
policy has purposely fostered this inflationary
cycle with the release of massive new debtcredits without a corresponding massive increase
in production. Any increase in production will
only occur under wartime-production-conditions
of which they, this world government, are also
making moves towards.
The continuous rise in the price of housing
is a direct consequence of promoting increased
borrowings by inexperienced young people trying
to get into the housing market. This occurring
whilst the cost of building materials used with
their accompanying prices becoming less and
less expensive to produce. What has changed
significantly is the products utilised (under
Agenda 2030) requiring specialist-manufacturing
(read China), rather than the locally sourced and
produced timber, bricks and mortar historically
utilised for building our homes.
My first block of land which I saved across one
year (from which provided a 50% deposit), and
subsequently paid for ‘outright’ across the next two
years must be compared to today’s young people
trying to get a home. The ratio of income against
the price of land allowed this to occur in my time
without excessive personal hardship, all whilst
starting a young family on a single income.
Nowadays, just for the land will require a 20-year
mortgage garnishing a significant percentage of the
entire income/s of that individual or family.
				(continued next page)
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This is inflation as a consequence of centralbank policy (administered in this case by local
government under the Agenda 2030 – medium
density housing policy - with restricted land
availability thus shortening supply which increases
price).
The end position for today’s young people
attempting to get into the housing market, is that
they will be indebted for the rest of their working
lives. A new home, constructed under modern lightbuilding-codes will not survive standing for the life
of the mortgage. The mortgage will outlast the home
and the occupants.
This is due to financial policy of debt creation
with the stroke of a keyboard/pen. Not due to the
science of building construction, which was able
to build churches that lasted hundreds, if not a
thousand years, as also can a home be built-to-last
as demonstrated with various ‘escape’ video shows
of rural England. The issue of the light-building
code construction is a financial policy of deliberateredundancy so new homes can be forever built
and a profit made, regardless of the environmental
carnage. This same environmental carnage
argument goes into the nuclear industry now
actively espoused by (supposed) environmentalists.
This policy of shutting down coal and gas fired
power generation is to centralise power generation
into the hands of multinational corporations who
hold the licences for nuclear power.
The environmentalists are playing directly
into their hands. The environmental waste from
this nuclear industry is our legacy to future
generations not yet born - a cesspit of carnage that
will last thousands of years - Nyonoksa, Kyshtym,
Chernobyl, Fukushima, Nagasaki and Hiroshima.
Taking Stock of What We Have
Firstly, we have a rich history of individuals
rising up against tyranny (including our own homegrown tyrants). When the Danes were constantly
harassing the English, it was Alfred the Great
who united the various kingdoms and fought back
against the marauding invaders until he was able to
establish an agreed-peace. That agreement set about
a United Kingdom that lasts unto this day.
The legacies of ‘presumption of innocence’,
trial by jury, Habeas Corpus, the Common Law
being natural law, and Westminster Limiting
Constitutionalism each have their story to tell of
those ‘George’s’ wrestling down and subduing
the Dragon of tyranny. It is within our ancient
mythology. This is our history of who we are and
what we have achieved when called upon to do our
duty.
Today we are again called upon, to work this
tyranny to the ground, to overcome and subdue a
communist- capitalist nexus that would financially
and politically enslave the world.
We have our Constitution that must be upheld
as the agreement between the people as to how we
shall be governed. We have our Parliaments that
must again be those places of debate to resolve
political issues, not the party room nor other secret
chambers. We have our elected Representatives

whose primary function is to represent the electorate
within the Parliament and whose other primary
function is to hold the Executive to account within
the Parliament. Both functions, of which they must
be encouraged to uphold on an everyday basis.
We must shore up these institutions to work as they
should and no longer be the plaything of political
parties or power movements. The Representative
belongs to the people of the electorate, not the party
machine (gang). Parliament must not be suspended
for any reason whatsoever, including war, covid
or climate or anything else. It must function so
these things can be debated, and resolution sought
to the very end. We must unite under our Limited
Constitutional Monarchical system of government
that has served us and our forebears so well, the
Governor General as the Queen’s Representative
and Commander in Chief or our armed services.
All our institutions must again reaffirm their loyalty
to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II as that unifying
and gathering point over which our political,
judicial and administrative branches of government
must serve as to how we shall be governed. These
issues will never be resolved in the sheep paddock
Canberra. They must be resolved locally in the
nearest community near you.
Unifying Through Policy Agreement
South Australia is heading into an election cycle
that is being all but ignored by mainstream. For this
coming election cycle, two policy objectives need to
be pursued.
• Freedom of Choice
• Lifting of all covid restrictions
These two objectives have unified the Canadian
truckers and their population including the police
and military.
A third policy of ‘putting all sitting members
last’ on the ballot paper should also be actively
encouraged.
The probability of election fraud is great, with
local covid testing stations now part of the mix
and postal votes being advocated under this covid
tyranny. Postal votes were the largest area of fraud
in the previous USA presidential election. Can
there be any confidence in a valid result under these
circumstances?
The result, – tongue in cheek, as goes within all
Soviet banana republics, is already pre-determined
and will be published prior to the event to ensure a
consistent message goes out on the day. Similar to
9/11, when the reporter called the building collapse
prior to it actually collapsing, the election result is
already agreed across the major-party-coalitions.
You can be sure that if something happens in
politics there is someone somewhere
who made it happen
Topher Field has produced an educational
video on the preferential voting system (practiced
in most mainland states for their lower houses of
parliament), with a proposed voting strategy that
could cause a change in the two major party’s
dominance within Australian politics. I encourage
you to watch his informative work here:
https://youtu.be/zLS3IfC-i6I

My after-thought on this well produced and
thought- provoking production is to always look
backwards before you move forwards. I investigated
from previous elections the official ‘how to vote
cards’ issued by minor and major parties and
discovered direct lines of preference deals between
supposed protagonists across the political spectrum.
This is not to be unexpected from the majors who
have worked together many times to put PHON
or any other threat last (to their duopoly powerbase) and each other second-preference, but it was
unexpected across supposed protagonists within the
minors. Do your own homework on this important
perspective as it reveals the closed-door-collusion
between supposed protagonists.
George Soros and Rupert Murdoch would both be
equally proud of their deception:
“Ye shall know them by their fruits”
Another point to note is the ‘how to vote cards’
across major parties. This can be a very good
talking point when the opportunity to door knock
is taken up and the major ‘voter’ is across the doorthreshold believing ‘they’ would not do that. Most
major party supporters would be unawares of this
conspiracy of collusion between the majors, and
also the minors. A safer vote is where every box is
numbered ‘as you see fit’ and should be promoted
at every conversational opportunity. You can make
a difference to the end result - placing first and
placing last.
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Bezmenov_Y- Love_Letter_
To_America.pdf

In the telling “Love Letter to America” written
by former KGB operative Tomas Schuman (Yuri
Bezmonov) who defected from Russia, has
highlighted the 4 stages of subversion of a nation to
Sovietism, namely:
Demoralisation: Destabilisation: Crisis: Normalisation
These past several generations have experienced
without interruption the demoralisation of all
our historical and cultural achievements. This
demoralisation continues to this day through all our
institutions. Victorian parliament recently outlawed
any ability to oppose conversion therapy – from one
sex to another, even a cat sex.
With the lockstep/lockdowns we entered into
the destabilisation stage and will shortly be moving
onto the crisis stage. In Canada rest assured, there
is massive manoeuvring across all political and
institutional departments occurring at a frenzied
pace to replace all soft communists (socialists) with
hard-line communists.
Note the swap of the Ottawa police chief due to
him failing to crackdown on legal demonstrations.
At the start of covid - January 2020 - we
experienced a significant resignation of CEOs who
read the writing on the wall.
This is the modus operandi of all communist
takeovers of a nation. Sovietism is the end position
unless ‘we the people’ choose to take a different
path. It is late in the game and down to the final
stage for restoring our ancient rights and freedoms.
This upcoming election cycle may be our last free
election. Think hard and act resolutely.
***

Thoughts For The Quarter:
Our own ABC has been contacting those Australian people (identified in the hacked website data that has been readily made
available around the world) to intimidate those for donating to the Canadian truckers – this is called ‘doxing’.
Leaked data from the Canadian convoy protest fundraiser website reveals hundreds of Australian donors
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-02-16/australians-donate-to-canadian-convoy-givesendgo- fundraiser/100832928
…The ABC confirmed the highest single donor on the Australian list to be a Melbourne woman who
contributed $US1,300 ($1,817)...(whom the ABC contacted for comment-ed)
Wake Up
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RELEASING REALITY by Arnis Luks
This week I received several reports in regard to
the trucker convoys in both Canada and Australia.
Similar may be occurring in USA.
Individuals are doing extraordinary things
to highlight the dilemma created by the covid/
climate lockstep/lockdown. It is one thing to create
exposure of a problem. It is another to cause a
correction. I’m not convinced any of these actions
will achieve any change in policy direction due to
many contributing factors.
What will we do for an income when the robots
have taken over all our jobs?
The observable and natural world has
shown me personally over the past 50 years a
marked increase in productive capacity due to
technological advances, automation, advance
control and robotics. Built on an already solid
foundation of solar energy expressed in the forms
of steam, electricity and the internal combustion
engine; it is no exaggeration to suggest man’s
productive capacity has increased 1000 times in
the past 300 years.
Across my 35 years of oil and gas experience,
I witnessed first-hand the advancement of these
technologies and this encroachment upon a
continuously diminishing workforce. With a
close association with the building industry and
coming from the building family, I watched my
father as ‘carpenter on a pushbike’ carrying his
tools in a sack across his back, metamorphose
to the phenomena today of the fully motorised,
self-reliant, power-tool- driven builder, with
prefabrication processes and development of new
and innovative building products, which all lead
on to the rapid construction of today’s modern
dwellings. The truckers are another example
of this same phenomena, with their B-Doubles
and triples, and bigger and bigger prime-movers
carrying more and more with less and less human
involvement, carrying further distances in less and
less time due to advances in road construction,
bridge and free-way technologies. The horse, or
ox and cart across a dirt track or cobble road being
the predecessor to today’s transport super-trucks
on super-highways. Some not even requiring a
driver.
A very important point to note on this matter
of the trucker’s convoy is the massive increase of
overseas imports into USA, Canada and Australia
from China as further and further manufacturing
is directed to China’s relatively modest cost
of labour and ‘efficient’ labour management
strategies, being a slave empire. The truckers are
moving more and more Chinese containers of
produce from their own ports to other areas of
their country.
Without China’s manufacturing, USA and
Canadian retail shelves would be bare, as would
Australia’s. The convoy tactic, especially during
such a very cold winter across most of North
America may actually play right into the hands
of the one-worlder’s advertised policy of supply
chain collapse.
This turndown of our national manufacturing
base, aside from the current national security
perspective of supply chain collapse, will also
cause a massive balance of payments issue for
those countries, leading ultimately onto war.
These war drums are currently being beaten
through the MSM (as the propaganda wing for
the great reset), as part of this global strategy to
continually enforce world government policy
across the western world in particular as the last
stop-out. The only recording of CH Douglas “The Causes of War” available online library.
Wake Up

What we have to recognise, is that technological
progress is continuing on an accelerating rate, and
consequently reducing man’s involvement in the
economic system. We are producing more and
more with less and less human involvement
and have been increasingly doing so for these
past 300 years.
Australia’s successive governments having
previously surrendered our manufacturing
industries over to supposedly developing
nations, at the direct cost of our own national
security and social stability. What has this to
do with lockstep/lockdown - everything. As
our shelves are running out of produce, this
man-made and man-created phenomena will
lead to increased social friction and imposition
of greater levels of governmental control on
more and more areas of life. There is design
and purpose behind this policy. Hitler’s
Germany, Mao’s China or Stalin’s Russia did
not just happen, they came about as a result
of policy - central bank policy towards world
government.
A problem correctly stated is already half solved
said CH Douglas. Douglas, as engineer rooted
in the natural world, discovered the variance of
flow in the relationship between the financial
and economic systems. He referred to this as the
A+ B theorem. Recognise the never ending and
accelerating debt as a direct consequence of this
flow-flaw. The Rumble video channel *Douglas
Social Credit* explains in detail this phenomenon.
Less and less is being paid out in wages to a
diminishing workforce, while machine output is
increasing at accelerating rates. Chinese wages
are also improving as USA wages are diminishing
as the manufacturing base has successively been
moved to China. Same in Australia and Canada.
Where will we get our income to purchase
what the machines have already made?
Government is increasingly providing assistance
to companies and the workforce, not based on a
real tax base, but rather increasing indebtedness
to central banks that debt-subsidise the Lockstep/
Lockdown. Gradually governmental requirements
have been increasing to ensure compliance towards
government programs, which just happen to be
perfectly aligned with ‘great reset’ policy - no jab,
no work… no jab, no anything.
Compliance is king, nothing to do with science
(masks or natural immunity) or freedom or
constitutional framework or anything else. It is a
coup d’état of the whole world.
The covid/climate threat is there to take
your eyes off this manufacturing phenomena of
material abundance with less and less amounts
of human engagement, and concentrate-youreyes only on covid/climate (and now war
with China/Russia) as an existential threat to
mankind, while the manipulators of this system
of financial fraud bring into fruition a centrally
controlled digital currency CBDC to track every
move you make. Who tracks those that track
you? Nobody. They are unaccountable for all
they do.
Turn Down Time
These past four days I and my wife have been
under the weather. A friend enquired if it might be
Covid. My rejoinder “I hope so, similar to measles;
once I’ve had it it is processed for life”.
As I was surfacing from this turndown, I
directed my attention towards the 1978 advanced
social credit audio lectures by ED Butler. When
considering the upcoming elections around the
place, Eric, in effect had this to say: “in the
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current 1978 Fraser conservative ‘cabinet’ are
three ministers who understand Douglas Social
Credit only too well. The ivory tower of power
has seduced them all”. Eric went on to explain
the fundamental need for regeneration must begin
with the individual. The organised church offers
little hope of change in direction as it has also
been seduced, or equally as destructive, infiltrated
and perverted by foreign ideologies.
The Christian Philosophy insists that all
things exist for the benefit of the individual - the
Sabbath was made for man and not man for the
Sabbath - Render unto Caesar those things which
belong to Caesar...and unto God those things
which belong to God. This directs the financialeconomic system’s only legitimate purpose or
policy is to provide goods and services as, when
and where required, not provide full employment
to an ever- reducing workforce.
Rooted in reality as to how things actually
are, and not in a theoretical or abstract
conception of reality, Douglas suggested
an adjustable dividend would allay the
shortfall in purchasing power of this modern
manufacturing age, to correspondingly
liquidate those accumulating prices at the point
of sale. Industry would not need to continue
running unnecessarily if the market were
satisfied. The workers could take increasing
amounts of time off to pursue other things Seek ye first the kingdom of God and all these
things will be given unto you. This age of
plenty is before us and every effort is being
made to ensure you never see, nor realise it as
the reality that it is. Eric’s 1978 lecture notes
are titled ‘Releasing Reality’.
Trusting Each Other and not the MSM
In a short interview of one of the hundreds
of thousands supporting the Canadian trucker
convoy, a native American woman said “We must
trust each other rather than trust the mainstream
media”. In this profound statement she highlights
the dilemma of modern-day propaganda. As is our
government, the mainstream media is the willing
slave-tool of big Pharma, which itself is controlled
by monopoly finance – world government.
While alternative news sources are providing
an increasingly accurate assessment of the
phenomena of covid/climate lockstep/lockdown,
they do not provide from a philosophical
perspective, any practical solutions for
regeneration during our civilisational collapse.
In 1924 CH Douglas warned of the
increasingly obvious civilisational collapse,
of which ED Butler reiterated again in 1978.
Civilisational collapse occurs across hundreds
of years as the social cohesion erodes. This
social cohesion, or as Douglas described
as ‘the social credit’ is what builds and
strengthens civilisations. The correct question,
if we are to counter this civilisational collapse
of our age is :
“how do we rebuild the social credit?”
The point to note about building social
cohesion or the social credit is that it is not in the
nature of a plan. It is an organic movement of the
spirit, approached to suit the local circumstances,
situation and peoples. Societies build social credit
by spontaneously working together... ....I did an
Internet search on Ratepayers Associations
and also Progress Associations. I enquired in regard
to existing involvements in this area to gain an
insight into what worked. While having only a
limited chat due to another pressing engagement, I
noted that their involvement was in several groups.
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I gathered they spent little time in front of the box.
Their life was participating in community.
I understand their local area is cross- linked
with other community groups further afield and
so a network of participants is actively involved
in the running of their communities. This isn’t
hypothetical or abstract. This is practical and real.
The minutes from the previous ratepayer’s meeting
were available which showed targets set and
actions required from the participants. This showed
practical engagement, not theoretical utterances
about how things ought to be.
The first of all communities being the family.
The young are generally tech savvy and have
much to offer in this realm provided they can be
resourced. The more senior are generally more
politically savvy and also have much to offer
provided they can be resourced. We have nothing to
lose but our freedoms, and no future prospects but
slavery, if we do not work together as a community
of families to overcome this great reset tyranny.
Grog only available to the ‘vaccinated’ in WA because of The Science, right? Sun, 30 January
2022 https://www.michaelsmithnews.com/
Transition to Cashless Society, then Carbon
Credits
We have previously (1988) reported on the
proposal for a cashless society: https://alor.org/
Storage/ OnTarget/ Volume24/Vol24No28.htm
More Australian trials since then have occurred in
Norfolk Island 2010 (carbon credits) and Ceduna
2016 (cashless society). Once people are fully
accustomed to using only an electronic card,
(cashless), it is no longer a significant step across to
Carbon Credits (Central Bank Digital Currency-ed).
We need to consider these cashless society trials
and also the basic income trials as the precursor
to world government - all developed through our
universities. The productive capacity of the world
is now so ginormous as to only require some
countries to actually be producing while the rest
will be spoon fed a diet of compliance jabs and
food rationing with a forever reducing carbon
credits or CBDC. Someone else’s utopia over
the entire world’s population while the very real

cultural inheritance of this technological age is
being confiscated into private hands along with all
the material assets being placed at their disposal.
The filching of the real assets of the entire
world and the financial enslavement of every
nation has occurred due to the deliberately
manipulated anomaly with the financial/
economic system discovered by CH Douglas
over one hundred years ago, with the proposed
remedy of the National Dividend unconditionally
paid as a part of their cultural inheritance. The
establishment (above government) of a National
Credit Authority to issue this dividend is justified
on the basis of balancing the imbalance of :
‘the flow of prices’ compared with ‘the flow of
spending power’ in the form of wages, salaries
and dividends. Manipulation of this imbalance has
confiscated the assets of the entire world into the
hands of charlatans and needs to be placed back
into the rightful hands of every member of society
as their part of that cultural inheritance, which
I might point out is Christian - Seek ye first the
kingdom of God and all these things will be given
unto you.
WA Premier Mark McGowan has decided for all
those unjabbed, that grog is no longer allowed and
restrictions will also continue ad infinitum.
A utopian pathology of supreme leader Führer.
Dan is not far behind. These personalities are not
unique but surface among ‘considered normal
people’ as power becomes more and more
centralised into their hands. Relinquishing your
own personal responsibility for health outcomes
promotes this environment for the Führer to emerge.
This is our own doing to some degree.
The development of the independent
individual and original thinker does not
appear to come from our learning institutions,
but rather those whose life experiences are
immersed in practical things being their time
and place of personal preparation. Douglas
never attended university until he was 30yo.
For Douglas those pre-uni days were involved
in the real world and became the foundation
of his most profound thinking and scientific

observation. He built and sailed his own
yacht, while also harnessing the modest water
flow across his land to produce electricity.
Our universities, while being the mechanism for
the massive immigration program of 250,000 per
annum promoted by all major political parties, has
been the testing ground of programs to bring into
fruition world government, while also the breeding
ground for today’s cultural-Marxist revolutionaries.
They were also involved in the development of
weapons of mass destruction.
Princess Diana actively campaigned against land
mines while our local university collected royalties
from the same. I can only endorse the sentiments of
another ALOR writer James Reed that they should
all be shutdown.
We have updated and upgraded our electronic
systems and are able to offer Douglas Social
Credit instruction through our online bookstore
:: veritasbooks.com.au There is also ample
opportunity to keep abreast of the Video and
Podcast forums conducted each week with
participants from around the world.
The knowledge, tools and mechanisms are
readily available as part of our cultural inheritance,
to regenerate this collapsing civilisation into the
likes of a never seen before time of material and
spiritual abundance. To bring about as our earnest
prayer on earth as in heaven. This is not a utopian
dream, but an observable fact to him who has eyes
to see. And every man shall sit under his vine, and
under his fig tree, and there shall be none to make
them afraid.
				***

FREEDOM OF REACH by Arnis Luks
Across the break I was sent a copy of the
“Biederman's Chart of Coercion 1956”.
I was not surprised to find these methods of
psychological manipulation (similar to what was
used on prisoners of war during the ‘Korean police
action’) were being emulated across the once-freeworld over covid and climate. I noted that Sydney
Powell’s USA group ‘Defending the Republic’ are
currently holding a spiritual renewal in Florida,
stating that our spiritual problems are not resolved
with military might, elected officials, nor human
governments. With the frenzy for covid testing, and
irrational arguments against natural immunity, I can
only agree that we are in a state of unrealistic fear,
having surrendered our spiritual roots for a bowl of
secular covid/climate pottage. We are here because
we choose to be. That is a big statement of which
you may not agree. Bear with me as I attempt to
work through that comment.
Seek ye therefore first the kingdom of God, and
His justice, and all these things shall be added
unto you.
(Matt 6:33)
Going against this statement of a Natural Law,
of not only indifference towards ‘not seeking’, but
deliberately going against seeking His Kingdom
and His justice on the basis of man building his
own kingdom and rules as he sees fit, then all
Wake Up

these things will be stripped away. We are losing
all ‘these things’ because of this. All these things
are our freedoms, our faith, our hope for a secure
and plentiful future. And yet taking a momentary
look outside we can see a beautiful, balanced and
bountiful world of wonder of God's provision and
providence.
Unprecedented Cooling - Not!
At the moment in Adelaide, we have experienced
3 or 4 days of light autumn rain with temperatures
from mid to low 20’s ºC, and yet we are in the
middle of an Australian summer where historically
temperatures on average have been at least 10ºC
higher. Orchestrated climate science (propaganda
generated from our own BOM and CSIRO – both
having changed to activist propaganda instead of
science under former NSW ALP Premier Neville
Wran’s guidance 1986-1991) claims weather is
out of kilter due to AGW, anthropogenic global
warming, and yet a small amount of personal
research into sunspot activity and consulting the
ancient records shows today’s conditions are
not unprecedented nor unusual across millennia.
Observation and research is a starting point for any
scientific consideration, not blind acceptance of the
great reset covid/climate religion and propaganda.
This summer, like last summer, has been quite mild
and the light rain is welcome as the grain crops are
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already harvested. It has been another bumper year
of grain production. This mild weather has not hurt
us, but rather eased Australia’s usually hot summer
conditions. You may not be aware of this observable
fact unless you make the effort of looking outside
to consider the real world. Our ABC and the other
MSM entities have not let up on the AGW theme
- a steady stream of covid/climate religion and
propaganda.
I grew up in the 1960s, a period where my
Uncle Donnie spoke of and trusted the longrange-weather- forcaster Lennox Walker and his
calendar that was produced based on observation
of sunspot activity and the historical record. I note
that Lennox’s son Hayden has continued with
his father’s legacy of accurate (80%) prediction
12-18 months out based on improved monitoring
facilities. Why would we or more importantly our
scientific institutions not observe, monitor and
take into account that ginormous solar furnace in
the sky that domineeringly influences our weather
patterns? This failure of observation and recording
against the historical record is a form of collective
psychosis that must be considered and deliberately
deconstructed in our own minds. The weather is
fine and currently well within historical variables
repeated over many millennia.
				(continued next page)
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Unity AND Diversity
Unity of policy objective; and diversity of personal
expression, work together. There is no ‘how to’
(continued from previous page)
on finding what is necessary to ensure success of
Biederman’s Chart of Coercion
outcome. Each active community must work this
The first two methods of control in the
through with their own representative themselves.
Biederman’s Chart of Coercion are ‘isolation’
Some may find a small nudge will cause a
and ‘monopolisation of perception’ (a dominating
significant verbal change of direction (with little
mainstream media narrative).
practical outcome), while others may find a full
Obviously, the counter-action against these
effort is required even for a modest beginning to
methods of coercion are ‘realistic unrestrictedmovement’ and ‘as many and varied inputs of news regain control of their representative. Regaining
control as the necessary objective must be pursued
and information as possible’ - the opposite of this
to conclusion.
covid tyranny of lockstep/ lockdown. While the
Your representative has no right to insist they are
local newspaper is generally monopoly owned and
a ‘delegate’ who can put party interests above the
controlled, a few independently owned-and-run
electorate. The crossed axes at the town hall are a
rare jewels are around which need to be supported
symbolic reminder of how much effort was
and protected as a vital community service for
necessary to hold onto ancient rights and freedoms.
intellectual stimulation. ALOR does all it can to
In 2005 while touring England, I was driven past a
disseminate news and provide realistic assessment,
pleasant, lawned and tree lined Runnymede.
however there is always ample opportunity for
I needed to recognise that in 1215 the stage that
increased circulation from a willing readership
was set there was not for a picnic, but rather, if
and support base. ALOR’s proven many times
necessary, a battle to the death. King John 1215 was
over accurate-written-record of this plan for world
domination goes back to the 1930s for consideration met at Runnymede by the fully armoured barons in
order to be persuaded to uphold those ancient rights
and research - available from our online search
facilities, archives or copied onto a USB for mailout and freedoms. The institution of Monarchy was to
be maintained but their ancient rights and freedoms
- contact Head Office for a copy usable on your
were to be restored - to the point of death.
desktop PC with suitable search software. Please
consider this initiative of spreading the real News in Freedom is a fight worth fighting for. Our objective
today is ‘influence over our representative’ to
your personal endeavours.
be placed onto the floor of parliament with their
A 1991 video of Jeremy Lee at the ALOR
deliberations, which is not happening and has not
seminar held in Melbourne was rediscovered
occurred but for a few rare instances for at least the
across the break and placed on our front page
past 70 years.
and video channels. Jeremy’s record of events
The primary function of every representative is
occurring within the Australian Labor Party
to “represent the will of the electorate within the
highlight the complete change of direction towards
Parliament”. The next and equally important
internationalism that occurred with the election of
primary function is to “hold the Executive to
the Whitlam government 1972.
account to the Parliament”. Neither of these primary
The New World order, or if you like the New
functions have occurred across the great reset
International Economic Order, or more currently
covid/climate lockstep/ lockdown towards world
the Great Reset are all manifestations of this drive
government.
towards world government. The traditional labour
Real Voices
movement was subverted at least 50 years ago
While the progressives, aligned with world
(almost to the day) in rapid fashion and has never
government, are attempting to harvest discontent
returned to its historical roots amongst blue collar
with ‘voice of” initiatives, communities must find
workers. Liberal/Nationals hold the same sorry
narrative of subversion to pursue world government their ‘real voice’ and ensure their representative
is listening (which they are not except at election
policy most obviously demonstrated with both
time). Look at what they have done, not what they
covid and climate, both major political entities in
say with their mouths while doing the opposite with
lockstep regardless of supposed antagonisms.
their hands (deeds).
UAP, Australia 1 and Pauline are making little
‘By their fruits you will know them’ is a warning
clarity against this tyranny due to their own
of their deceit by officials/politicians/bureaucrats
philosophic bias towards libertarianism or laissezand preachers.
faire capitalism. They cannot or will not recognise/
Freedom is the issue, not covid or climate
acknowledge the centralising tyranny in order to
or an array of progressive policies: ‘voice of’ is
counter the drive to world government, because
pursuing progressive policy (under a banner of
the corrupted financial system is at the heart of this
representation) while in fact openly supporting
centralised power base of world government, and
Murdoch and Soros centralist initiatives.
they are each beholding to its furtherance. Under
Our nearby electorate of Boothy is being
the plan of the great reset is to introduce a CBDC,
pursued by ‘voices of’ under climate urgency
central bank digital currency forming the final
which no doubt will assist the campaigning of
surveillance-nail in the coffin of freedom, that will
the one worlders Murdoch and Soros together.
monitor and control every action every individual
The electorate will find little comfort in pursuing
on the planet chooses to make, and corresponding
this policy whilst losing jobs, homes, businesses,
sanctions applied accordingly.
ancient rights and freedoms with covid/ climate
Holding out against the jab, or suggesting
lockstep/lockdowns. The activist group ‘voices of’
political power be given unto them, does little
are pursuing the great reset agenda in deference
to turn back the great reset towards centralised
towards the ‘real voices’ of those communities
world government. What is needed is devolution
within that electorate.
- decentralisation of political power back towards
‘Know them by their fruits’ means exactly that.
communities and individuals. This will not occur
A viable resolution against this monopolised
with another political party machine. It must
tyranny is almost any initiative exercised by the
come from communities acting independently
individual.
but pursuing a common goal of restoration of our
Simply placing one’s faith in another partyancient rights and freedoms.
hack will never cut the mustard towards freedom.
Everyone must make those necessary choices and
Wake Up
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actions for themselves (to learn by their mistakes
if necessary) to take charge of their own life. For
some this may be quite daunting as they have spent
a lifetime being guided by strong ‘leadership’.
I believe this subjecting yourself to strong
leadership is a grave error of judgement, even
within a family - mutual love and cooperation
being the better arrangement of cross-pollination of
thought and action.
The likes of UAP, Australia 1 or PHON making
those decisions for you, and you placing a quick
tick in the box at election time is what has got
us into this pickle in the first place. A novel
(original) solution is ‘local voices’ feeding towards
their representative in such a fashion that the
representative cannot ignore their many and varied
views. Not one voice alone, but many and varied.
The task of the representative is to encompass all
these varied views to find resolution. In the case of
covid - freedom of choice allows each to make their
own personal decision, with possible home isolation
of symptomatic individuals to allow others to live
normally as once was the historical and standard
method of illness management suggesting Go home
and rest. Come back when you are well again!
Baby Steps
I was encouraged to hear of the forming of
several action groups trying resolutions against our
descent into tyranny. I was also reliably informed of
several other communities across Australia where
small business owners actively resisted draconian
mandates. Two years of tyranny has passed so
rapidly, which places Russia, China, Germany and
Italy on an entirely different level of understanding
of how those totalitarian dictatorships were able
to come about. Professional manipulators were
at work then as they are now, who understand the
workings of the mind to take advantage of our
inherent human weaknesses most manipulatable
within the crowd - the collective. Only as
individuals taking the time and effort to reason
can we disentangle this web of political deceit
deciphering truth from lies.
Read further here:
Confessions of an Economic Hitman
by John Perkins
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Perkins%20J%20 The_
Confessions.pdf

The Crowd: a study of the popular mind By Gustav
Le Bon
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Le%20 Bon%20G%20-%20
The_Crowd.pdf

New Initiatives
While mass demonstrations are a valid
expression of discontent, they alone will not
achieve a change of course of political direction
as the ‘Yellow Vests’ of France have repeatedly
demonstrated over these past 3 years. The
Adelaide nurses’ suggestion of meeting every other
weekend at the local library has merit and needs
to be seriously considered. Regular meetings of
autonomous and independent local action groups
can also at times network together to pressure their
representative, but equally importantly, use every
opportunity to progressively and systematically
educate their electorate, this being a dependable
path towards restoration of our ancient rights and
freedoms - the truth will set you free.
Local Growers Markets
Food security must be the first priority. I
have been informed that some big-end players
are discontinuing sourcing produce from local
suppliers. Once lost, these local and oh-so precious
jewels of food sources may not come back which
places all beholding to the tyranny of centralised
food supply.
(continued next page)
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Think very carefully
about this critical issue that could be quickly used
against you.
Make every effort to source your food from
local growers and local farmers. As your own food
security objective is achieved other targets can be
set and met. The importance of self-reliance cannot
be overemphasised. The very real threat of supply
chain collapse is to ensure a siege situation occurs,
make no mistake. We are at war for our ancient
rights and freedoms while our harvests are plentiful.
Pray God for the continued harvests. We must also
do our bit to bring about God’s Kingdom on Earth
as in Heaven.
Individual Initiative
Every community may have varying views of
priority towards their representative. Even across
the one community there can be much diversity.
Some may want a swimming pool for young
people, others a road upgrade, others relief from
covid compliance to protect the viability of their
business, and others freedom of choice towards the
experimental jab. To insist on lockstep is a denial of
that unique spark of divinity within us all. We are
not automatons, but unique individuals regardless of
station in life, race, gender, or ‘religion’.
The Decentralising Douglas Initiative
The Douglas proposal of the National Dividend
in this age of automation and advanced control,
amongst other things may do away with the
justification of the structured church as charitable
institutions. This could be why the Douglas
proposal receives such short shrift from them.
They would rather ‘game’ the system than
change the system based on solid moral and ethical
principles.
The question of government providing all your
needs is a moral question. With provision comes
conditions which our governments are only too
happy to impose.
I have received word that state wards (young
children aged 5 and above) are being pursued by
EPA bureaucrats to enforce the experimental jab.
These young children do not have the protection of
a stable family situation.
So many situations within families occur due
to the fraudulent nature of the financial system
(continued from previous page)		

resulting in irredeemable debt and poverty. Covid/
climate exasperates this isolating predicament and
financial duress ‘as policy’. The Douglas Social
Credit case correctly states that: “God is providing
our daily bread; not the state, nor the church
through charity”. The Calvinist perspective of
prosperity-dispensation, similar to libertarianism
or laissez-faire capitalism, makes all those
unable to find meaningful employment as
lacking. In this age of automation and advanced
control/robotics, employment is of secondary
consideration against the uniqueness of every
single individual on this planet. This uniqueness,
or spark of divinity is within us all, generally
finding expression through creativity, not
necessarily paid employment. What a confused
state of affairs we are in by not thinking clearly
and acting resolutely.
Regaining Control of the Shire:
“The Kingdom is within”: Luke 17:19
The SA state electorate around Fleurieu
Peninsular, whose growers happen to be 37%
certified organic, found their representative
‘decree’ GM food crops ‘unrestricted access’
across that farmland and the state. Remember
this at election time. A young person has taken
the initiative at the local market to inform their
electorate of GMO and the financial carnage
against those that lose certification.
Does Kangaroo Island find satisfaction
with their representative leading the pack to
legalise that satanic practice of infant sacrifice
through full term abortion legislation? I cannot
visualise or imagine anything more evil than
this, except perhaps the pursuit of those young
ones with the experimental jab. Is this really
who KI residents want as their representative?
Do they indifferently not find time or space
for these unwanted and not yet born in their
considerations of effective political expression?
Or the residents of South Australia, whose
businesses have been lunched due to panic and
fear exercised over them by their state government
officials and the MSM. Will we remember them? All
those that have suicided due to failed businesses, or
the young and elderly due to isolation and societal
deprivation? Will we remember them? This is the

truthful outcome of this one world government –
the great reset. Man fills his mind with all sorts of
things when he does not fill it with the things of
God. This is why we have ended up where we are.
“Seek ye first the Kingdom of God and all these
things will be added unto you” means exactly what
it says.
Solzhenitsyn, when asked why all those evil
things of the soviet regime had happened to
Russia, answered that “men have forgotten God,
that is why these things have happened”.
History is repeating itself because those things
which should never have been forgotten are lost.
We must again make every effort to find them and
put them back in place, whilst also taking society
further-on in this age of automation and advanced
control/robotics. The Christian message is one of
a world of abundance. A place of love, joy, peace
and faithful dealings - societal credit (Douglas
Social Credit). Are you ready to accept ‘this’ as the
best cultural inheritance you can provide for your
children and grandchildren? Or are you going to
work and collaborate with others and take every
initiative to bring about God’s Kingdom on earth
as in heaven using all the spiritual armour of God
before you?
Ephesians 6:10-18 Finally, brethren, be
strengthened in the Lord, and in the might of his
power. Put you on the armour of God, that you may
be able to stand against the deceits of the devil. For
our wrestling is not against flesh and blood; but
against principalities and power, against the rulers
of the world of this darkness, against the spirits
of wickedness in the high places. Therefore take
unto you the armour of God, that you may be able
to resist in the evil day, and to stand in all things
perfect. Stand therefore, having your loins girt
about with truth, and having on the breastplate of
justice, And your feet shod with the preparation of
the gospel of peace: In all things taking the shield
of faith, wherewith you may be able to extinguish
all the fiery darts of the most wicked one. And take
unto you the helmet of salvation, and the sword of
the Spirit (which is the word of God). By all prayer
and supplication praying at all times in the spirit;
and in the same watching with all instance and
supplication for all the saints...		
***

VOTER MEMORY LIKE A GOLDFISH By Arnis Luks
USA, who along with Britain, refused to
recognise nor enforce the Minsk Agreement
which would have ensured safety of those Russian
speaking civilians in the Donbass region in eastern
Ukraine, are now both relishing the military
manoeuvres by Russia to appease rising internal
dissent within their own nations towards the
massive increases in the price of domestic energy
and continuing covid restrictions. Russian military
action is now the justification (domestically) for
hyperinflation, and ready excuses for continued
lockstep/lockdowns.
Deciphering this psyop narrative is supported
by inaction of any sanctions towards Russia over
the Swift payment system. Even the narrative of
halting the final certification of the NordStream-2
pipeline won't hold up to scrutiny when Europe
starts feeling the next winter's cold. Keeping the
pipeline stalled at ‘certification’ directly benefits
the profits of the hydrocarbon industry. Once the
public is accustomed to these higher energy prices,
I have little doubt the Nord Stream 2 pipeline will
be certified.
The threat by Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky to pursue nuclear weapons as a counter
to Russian aggression, further assists the Russian
military justification.
Wake Up

https://www.dailywire.com/news/presidentzelensky-suggests-ukraine-may-pursue-nuclearweapons-to-counter-russia-putin-responds
The Ukraine is geo-political-theatre to take our
eyes away from our own domestic issues of hyperinflation and rising dissent against covid tyranny.
The unfortunate Ukrainian people are considered
acceptable collateral damage of policy pursued by
other means.
Canada: Can Parliament Deconstruct Limited
Constitutional Democracy?
The salient points coming from the aftermath
of the Canadian truckers’ convoy, are that those
‘emergency powers’ exercised by the Province of
Ontario and the Canadian Federal government,
whilst both entities have rescinded those powers,
certain legal tools utilised during the ‘declared
emergency’ will be transcribed into everyday
legislative instruments. Canada can quickly move
from a supposed free and democratic nation into
a tyranny by invoking these same Acts again
and again whenever the government/s of that
day see fit. Our own Victoria and West Australia
governments are not far behind, as are most
Australia states and Territories.
Executive Decree Without Parliament
Most obvious in Australia has been our
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combined Leaders (national cabinet) issuing
decrees without parliamentary over-site nor debate.
The Executive/s have not been held to account
within the Parliament/s.
Every Representative is guilty of failing to
uphold their primary duty as Representative.
This undoes all our common law rights and
freedoms (extracted reluctantly from tyrants across
millennia). This model of arbitrary decree is now
repeated across all three levels of our governments:
federal, state and local.
Rex Lex is latin for the ‘king as law’. We have
devolved, from representative democracy, to
supremacy of parliament, to now supremacy of
leadership.
Rex Lex under another name.
Weaponising of the Banking System
The identification of donors to the crowdfunding campaigns supporting the Canadian
truckers, with subsequent bank account freezing
and insurance cancellation is part of the Chinese
surveillance state and will not be relinquished
easily, as will also the bank indemnity for any
of those actions taken (similar to big-pharma
indemnity towards the jabs). Once seized, these
unaccountable surveillance and punishment powers
are very difficult for future generations to rescind.
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Looking back to this financial pressure being
exercised over individuals or corporations, I
realised this modus operandi has been repeated
many times across my lifetime. The teachers'
colleges and universities were being actively
‘populated’ with professors holding a foreign
philosophy - dialectical-materialism, or humanism
which found its most ready expression within
cultural-Marxism.
In the late 1960s socialist-programmed teachers
were entering the workforce. My highschool
history teacher - a declared socialist, was utilising
cut-and-paste project assignments as the method
of education about the Sino-Japanese war. Who
remembers and who cares? This ‘plastic’ education
model was stealing my inheritance to learn of and
be inspired by the marvellous achievements of
the English-speaking peoples and their inordinate
influence over the expansion of freedoms across
the world, especially Australia. This marvellous
inheritance, centred around the expressions of
the Christian philosophy, was being deliberately
withheld due to political appointments within the
education bureaucracy and subversion by foreign
agents within political parties who made these
professorial appointments.
The appointments back then of communist
injected professors mortally compromised our
own culture to where we now are experiencing
the death convulsions. Equally, those professors
who held out against this Marxist injection into
our education system were side-lined; financially
blackmailed to either toe the politically correct line
rather than cultural, scientific and historical facts
and truth, or face job loss.
Cultural Marxism is a power movement,
survival of the fittest. Whilst in 1859 Charles
Darwin theorised "On the Origin of Species by
Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation
of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life"; Karl
Marx and Fredrich Engels in 1848 were likewise
theorising their “Communist Manifesto”. Darwin's
work was quickly grafted on to Marxism as the
validating explanation of Marx's theories (which
were not original. See Antecedents of Communism
here: https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/
Antecedents_of_Communism.pdf).
Professors were side-lined if their political
views were not aligned regardless of scholarship,
truth or science. This side-lining had already
occurred in medical training facilities that had
aligned with the Johns Hopkins' and John D.
Rockefeller's model of big-pharma - industry
controlling-by-sponsorship education for their
own purposes. Our BOM, CSIRO, TGA are all a
reflection of vested and sponsored interest to the
point where each new pronouncement is orientated
towards propaganda, against inductive-theory and
scientifically-sound research
Controversial Queensland scientist Peter Ridd has
lost a High Court battle against JCU dismissal
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-10-13/qldcontroversial-queensland-academic-court-battlejcu/100534402
…On social media Dr Ridd thanked his supporters
who had donated $1.5 million towards his legal
battle with JCU.
"We lost, in my opinion, because JCU's work
contract, under which I was employed, effectively
kills academic freedom of speech – and the
contract is effectively the law," Dr Ridd said.
"JCU's actions were technically legal. "But it was,
in my opinion, never right, proper, decent, moral or
in line with public expectations of how a university
should behave.”…
Our universities lost their way long ago as is
reinforced by James Cook University's suppression
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of scientific rigour in favour of marketing the
false science (propaganda) over the Barrier Reef
ill-health to promote the now 'disproved in law'
theory of AGW anthropogenic global warming.
Our government recently allocated nearly $1
Billion of taxpayer sponsorship towards the reef in
order to ensure sufficient propaganda studies are
fully funded to keep this AGW ruse going into the
future.
Truth is no defence says our highest court, only
an EBA enterprise bargaining agreement - contract
law being above scientific truth and rigour. Without
AGW there is no climate emergency. The climate
ruse is up.
I know that two car manufacturers, one steel
plant supplying the resident shipbuilding plant,
with associated iron ore mines, coal production
and power generation, one whitegoods plant, with
all the ancillary industries as offshoots of these,
have all gone from South Australia in the past 50
years. We are a retirement village supported by a
never-ending supply of government subsidy based
on a tax base that does not exist. Government (our)
debt is now to the tune of $1Trillion AUD and
rising with no end in sight while all our industrial
self-reliance has already been deconstructed as part
of what can only be described as world government
policy. Any political situation like the Ukraine that
calls upon our own resourcefulness to manage, we
are unable to do so. We are a sitting duck on the
water due to past political decisions to de-construct
our primary industries. The liberal and labor
coalitions both supported this de-industrialisation
policy issued from world government.
Bill Gates admits that Omnicron provides higher
levels of immunity than vaccines. Building from
this admission, the actual death numbers across the
preceding two years are well within normal trends.
The covid ruse is up, and no doubt there will be
yet another variant or urgent situational needed to
reimpose tyranny across the world.
“ Among all the vaccines I have known
in my life (diphtheria, tetanus, measles,
rubella, chickenpox, hepatitis, meningitis and
tuberculosis, influenza and pneumonia), I have
never seen a vaccine that forced me to wear a
mask and maintain my social distance, even
when you are fully vaccinated.
I have never heard of a vaccine that spreads the
virus even after vaccination.
I have never heard of rewards, discounts,
incentives to get vaccinated. I never saw
discrimination for those who didn’t.
If you haven’t been vaccinated, no one has tried
to make you feel like a bad person. I have never
seen a vaccine that threatens the relationship
between family, colleagues, and friends.
I have never seen a vaccine used to threaten
livelihoods, work, or school. I have never seen a
vaccine that would allow a 12 year old to override parental consent.
After all the vaccines I listed above, I have never
seen a vaccine like this one which discriminates,
divides, and judges society as it is.
And as the social fabric tightens.......it’s a
powerful vaccine. ‘She does all these things
except IMMUNISATION.’
If we still need a booster dose after we are
fully vaccinated, and we still need to get a
negative test after we are fully vaccinated, and
we still need to wear a mask after we are fully
vaccinated, and still be hospitalised after we
have been fully vaccinated, then it’s time for us
to admit that we’ve been completely deceived.”
Adelaide East Herald 10/2/22
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Pasteur vs Béchamp: The Germ Theory Debate:
https://thevaccinereaction.org/2018/02/pasteurvs-bechamp-the-germ-theory-debate/
•
Louis Pasteur’s “germ theory of disease”
remains the basis of Western medicine, considering
that disease is caused by specific micro-organisms
that invade the body from outside.
•
Antoine Béchamp believed instead that
illness stems from an unhealthy system that
triggered changes in minute particles of the body
that lead to dis-ease (adj).
•
Western medicine has fully embraced
germ theory and its dependence on drugs to treat
symptoms, effectively minimizing the importance
of nutritious food, fresh air, hygiene and
sanitation....
South Australian State Election
With the election only three weeks out, I note
the precarious position the existing Premier finds
himself. This cannot be unexpected considering the
convulsions we have experienced in the preceding
two years. I personally hold no malice towards him
as another human being. However, he alongside
his government must be held accountable for the
financial and political carnage they have fostered
and allowed to be created.
And many that are first, shall be last:
and the last shall be first. Matt. 19:30
The more I think over the 'voting last' option
the more attractive and effective it appears. The
conservative and labor coalitions work together as
we see mirrored with the east and west leaders over
the Ukraine : good-cop bad-cop scenario repeated
again and again.
By placing 'he who would be first' last, you
simultaneously clean out a soiled administration
and also filter out the most ruthless and
opportunistic from the Parliament. The 'voting last'
strategy appears more attractive and effective each
day I take another look.
By considering an 'alternative source' of
representative rather than from the conservative
and labor coalitions, again provides an opportunity
to rotate the soiled administration. This
consideration can be effectively worked through
further by the order of the preferences on your
voting slip. I offer no 'how to vote' opinions, but
rather hope that prior consideration as to how you
shall vote will be given in this critical time of our
history.
Political Bribes
Following a 'how to vote card', I feel, is at best
an ill thought through donkey vote and far from
being responsible, but possibly destructive towards
our shared future. Being offered a bribe 'at the
expense of your neighbour', is how they both have
managed to divide and redirect us towards bigger
and bigger government. We can do so much better
than that and send the criminal-party-gangs to the
bleachers where they belong.
Electoral Integrity
Registering as scrutineer, which does not
require the jab, offers some indicative resistance
against polling-booth fraud. H.S. Chapman
Society produced several excellent books authored
by Amy McGrath which illustrated the many and
varied unaccountable options available for voter
fraud to occur, of which several politicians have
been known to investigate. No change to this rort
has been initiated by differing governments as the
benefits of turning away are generally greater.
The electoral roll administered by the Australian
Electoral Commission, is usually shackled
financially by the incumbent government / treasury
and will rarely be scrutinised adequately prior to an
election.
Individuals who may have voted multiple times
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across the polling day are increasingly difficult to
prosecute due to the voter ID blind spot all political
party’s support by their inaction. A denial by the
accused is sufficient to stop any real investigation.
Governments may stand or fall by a handful of
votes, so fraud can affect the final result.
As USA is repeatedly experiencing, the existing
practice of political-party-supported voter fraud
is massive and integrity of the ballot system is
attacked from multiple fronts to achieve quite
sinister results against the expressed will of the
electorates. The postal-vote-mechanism appears
to be the most vulnerable to fraud and possibly
a watermark across the ballot paper would be
somewhat more difficult to produce quickly, so
does offer some relief. This has yet to be utilised
to my knowledge. It must be understood this fraud
has continued to occur while we also sat idly by
and did nothing ourselves. This is as much our
own fault for complacently putting our faith in
political parties, as it is equally their fault had they
opportunistically exploited these available frauds
to alter the final result.
Voter Memory Like A Goldfish
Scanning the news and information channels
from around the world everyday does not
necessarily produce an accurate picture of
actual political events, but rather "only an
approximation". Events may reveal themselves
across time and an obscure fact may only surface
after many years. The scandalous behaviour of
former PM Bob Hawke now surfaces as sex addict,
womanizer and foreign spy, yet the media and the
many woman’s associations within that political
movement would have been well aware of this and
yet chose to remain silent as a political expediency
to further their own agenda. Censorship, by the
media or anyone else, is as much a problem as
misinformation. The many church paedophile
scandals are another example of more damage

being done by suppression, rather than exposure to
the light.
The tyrannical Trudeau administration’s grab
for power has not gone away, but simply given the
silent treatment while the Ukraine military action
is allowed to fill the headlines. This provides the
world government with some relief as they regroup
to plan the next surge of events to mesmerise the
masses.
The speed of Putin’s response with invasion to
divert attention away from the Canadian trucker’s
resistance against Trudeau’s political clumsiness,
and the rolling effect across other nations of
the Freedom Convoy, illustrates how world
government can spin on a dime when necessary.
The monopoly owned and controlled box and
media keep the world hypnotised while events
move forward to their end objective of the world
slave state. Confiscation of assets and seizing of
bank accounts by a ‘tyrannical government and an
indemnified bank’ slips into the silence of the abyss
as those many hypnotized eyes are drawn away
towards more entertainment, with little thought of
the impending peril. We live in an age of massive
misinformation - propaganda. It starts with the
box and continues through schooling and higher
education, including seminaries to the point where
black is white, and truth is of little interest even to
our courts.
The Scouring of the Shire
In the final chapter of 'Lord of The Rings' by
JRR Tolkein, Frodo and his band of merry hobbits
return to the shire after having defeated 'Sauron
and the Ring' to find other tyrants Saruman and
Wormtongue, not only alive, but brutalising their
place of sanctity, the shire.
The hobbits again must fight to clear out another
tyranny.
As individual people, we cannot operate in the
realm of these superpowers 'over Ukraine as a

manipulatable plaything', but must accept what
personal responsibility we can, to operate at a
level in which we are effective. That area is the
local community or shire if you like. What can we
do here? becomes : what we must do if we are to
regain our ancient freedoms and rights.
Trudeau is not the exception but the rule of all
tyrants throughout history. If the individual will
not accept personal responsibility to rule their own
life, others will quickly take up that vacuum to rule
over them. The welfare state, immersed within our
nationalised medical system, is the policy failure
that has led us to a potential world war III to usher
in world government. The counter to this is personal
responsibility; to make as many of your own
medical and personal choices as is possible.
Safe Government is Small Government
The fraudulent financial system, managed and
manipulated by unscrupulous people has been the
'ring of power to bind them all' that has brought the
world to this current philosophical climax. In this
age of automation, advanced control and robotics
we could easily live in material security and
abundance should we so choose. Obsolescence and
redundancy could easily be designed out of inferior
products so each was produced to last, if not a
single lifetime, better still, many lifetimes.
Faith As A Mustard Seed
Do we have the intestinal fortitude and heart to
take this "civilisational step of faith" as a mustard
seed, that this mountain of political corruption and
intrigue shall be picked up and thrown into the sea?
Future generations will look back intensely on our
answer or indifference to this eternal philosophical
question of 'who is it then that you shall serve?’
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Douglas Social Credit is the disciplined science
of social engineering measured in terms of human
satisfaction.
DSC looks for the Truth which governs human
associations. DSC is found predominantly in the areas
of philosophy, politics, constitutionalism, society,
economics and finance.
DSC is concerned in any other discipline which
considers the satisfaction of human beings an
important factor.
DSC Training is available in four semester
workpacks, steadily developing the individual's
understanding of the Science of the Social Credit
measured in terms of human satisfaction.
Our online training initiatives include:
1. Social Dynamics Videos and Booklets available
on our alor.org/ website front page.
2. Introducing Social Credit by Betty Luks is
built around five modules, as well as Video and
Podcast discussions around the Science of the
Social Credit.
3. Intermediate Social Credit by ED Butler
includes eight written assignments, Video and
Podcast discussions around the Science of the
Social Credit.
4. Advanced Social Credit is conducted with the
assistance of international experts in this science,
included are the historical 'Elements of Social
Credit' by Tudor Jones, (originally produced
by the Social Credit Secretariat), two courses
including texts, Video and Podcast discussions
and other reading material understanding the
Science of Social Credit measured in terms of
human satisfaction.
Contact Head Office or Veritasbooks.com.au
to Start your Training Today

DOUGLAS SOCIAL CREDIT TRAINING

THE LEAGUE’S FREEDOM CAMPAIGN
No political or social movement can exist
in a moral vacuum, and Australians have
traditionally accepted that it is the Christian Faith
that generated our rich heritage of representative
government. While the League maintains a small
full-time staff primarily motivated by Christian
service, it is the extensive network of volunteers
from all walks of life who form the backbone of
this Movement.
The League of Rights seeks to help create a
body of dedicated men and women who serve not
for their own material gain, but as custodians of
those truths and values which must form the basis
of all successful efforts to defeat the enemies of
human dignity and freedom.
The League encourages and equips individuals,
through our many libraries, journals and audio/
videos to exercise their own initiative in the
service of freedom.

To promote service to the Christian revelation
of God, loyalty to the Australian Constitutional
Monarchy, and maximum co-operation between
subjects of the Crown Commonwealth of Nations.
To defend the free Society and its institutions -private property, consumer control of production
through genuine competitive enterprise, and
limited decentralised government.
To promote financial policies which will reduce
taxation, eliminate debt, and make possible
material security for all with greater leisure time
for cultural activities.
To oppose all forms of monopoly, either described
as public or private.
To encourage all electors always to record a
responsible vote in all elections.
To support all policies genuinely concerned with
conserving and protecting natural resources,
including the soil, and an environment reflecting
natural (God’s) laws, against policies of rape and
waste.
To oppose all policies eroding national
sovereignty, and to promote a closer relationship
between the peoples of the Crown Commonwealth
and those of the United States of America, who
share a common heritage.
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No man can serve two masters. For either he will
hate the one, and love the other: or he will sustain
the one, and despise the other.
You cannot serve God and mammon.
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